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Abstract
The rare-earth nitrides (ReNs) are a class of novel materials with potential
for use in spintronics applications. Theoretical studies indicate that among
the ReNs there could be half-metals, semimetals and semiconductors, all ex-
hibiting strong magnetic ordering. This is because of the complex interaction
between the partially filled rare-earth 4f orbital and the nitrogen 2p valence
and rare-earth 5d conduction bands.
This thesis uses experimental and theoretical techniques to probe the ReN
electronic structure. Thin films of SmN, EuN, GdN, DyN, LuN and HfN
have been produced for study. Basic characterization shows that the films
are of a high quality. The result of electrical transport, magnetometry, and
optical and x-ray spectroscopy are interpreted to provide information on the
electronic structure. SmN, GdN, DyN are found to be semiconductors in their
ferromagnetic ground state while HfN is a metal. Results are compared with
density functional theory (DFT) based calculations. The free parameters
resulting from use of the local spin density approximation with Hubbard-U
corrections as the exchange-correlation functional are adjusted to reach good
agreement with x-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy at the nitrogen
K-edge. Resonant x-ray emission is used to experimentally measure valence
band dispersion of GdN. No evidence of the rare-earth 4f levels is found in
any of the K-edge spectroscopy, which is consistent with the result of M-edge
x-ray absorption which show that the 4f wave function of the rare-earths in
the ReNs are very similar to those of rare-earth metal.
An auxillary resonant x-ray emission study of ZnO is used to map the
dispersion of the electronic band structure across a wide range of the Brillouin
zone. The data, and calculations based on GW corrections to DFT, together
provide a detailed picture of the bulk electronic band structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The fundamental laws necessary for the
mathematical treatment of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus
completely known, and the difficulty lies
only in the fact that application of these
laws leads to equations that are too complex
to be solved.
Paul Dirac, 1930
More than seventy years after the quantum mechanics needed to explain
the behaviour of electrons in condensed materials was first discovered the
field is still vibrant and interesting. As Dirac observed, it is unlikely that
research in this area will ever be complete since the many body problem all
but ensures that a complete description of the electrons in any non-trivial
system will never be practically possible.
Nevertheless, progress since that observation has been remarkable. Driven
primarily by the large scale adoption of integrated circuits and the quest for
semiconductors with more desirable properties than silicon, physicists are
now able to create extremely high quality single crystals of many materials.
Likewise, numerical approximations of the ground state many-electron wave
function have improved dramatically. Led by the discovery of the density
1
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functional theory (DFT) and rapid increases in computing power, improved
by the experimental developments referred to above, computational ability
has reached the point where it can be claimed that any crystalline material in
which the electrons can be considered reasonably independent of each other
is well understood [1].
As a result recent interest has moved to strongly correlated materials,
systems in which electron-electron interactions can no longer be ignored.
This shift in focus depended on the convergence of a number of indepen-
dent factors. Experimentally, the growth of novel materials is an interesting
exercise. Theoretically, strongly correlated materials, which require a relax-
ation of the independent electron approximation, are perhaps the current
“final frontier” in crystalline condensed matter physics. Superconductors
and magnetic crystals are both strongly correlated materials with significant
economic potential. The latter are used in the rapidly developing field of
spintronics (spin-electronics) in which the electron spin and charge are both
utilized [2, 3].
Perhaps the most impressive spintronic device so far is the magnetic read
head found in all modern hard disk drives. Today, the read head is based
on tunneling magnetoresistance which allows the detection of significantly
smaller magnetic fields than would otherwise be possible. This technology
follows the discovery of giant magnetoresistance which spurred the huge in-
creases in magnetic storage density of the last decade, and the 2007 Nobel
Prize in Physics [4]. This, however, is just the tip of the iceberg. Many
believe it is simply a matter of time before newly available non-volatile mag-
netic random access memories with the dual advantages of rapid access times
and low power consumption come to dominate the market [5]. Other poten-
tial applications include spin-field effect transistors, spin-logic devices, novel
polarized photon sources, or even quantum computers [2].
The spintronic devices that have been mass produced to date are based
on typical magnetic materials like iron or cobalt combined with magnesium
oxide, but more advanced applications will require novel materials that show
2
the strong spin-charge coupling necessary to effectively manipulate electron
spins. In particular magnetic semiconductors and half-metals would be ex-
tremely useful. The most studied of these are dilute magnetic semiconductors
(DMS), semiconductors that have been doped with a magnetic material. Ex-
amples include GaMnAs, GaMnN [6], GaGdN [7], ZnGdO [8], and transition
metal doped ZnO [9], all doped with a few percent of the magnetic ion. How-
ever, these materials are plagued by the problem of consistent doping. The
magnetic exchange interaction between the magnetic dopants depends heav-
ily on the distance between the individual atoms which is hard to precisely
control and simulate. Further, the magnetic elements tend to heavily dope
the semiconductor preventing independent control of the carrier concentra-
tion, and precipitates and other inhomogeneities are problematic. Unfortu-
nately this restricts potential applications and their main proposed use is as
spin injection layers for conventional semiconductors [8].
Any materials that are intrinsically both semiconducting and magnetic
are clearly very interesting. In principle it should be possible to control the
carrier concentration of such a material without affecting the magnetism. At
present only a few intrinsic ferromagnetic semiconductors are known. CrBr3,
EuO, CuCr2Te3I, DyF3 and EuLiH3 have all been studied [10]. The parent
compounds of the manganite perovskites that show colossal magnetoresis-
tance are semiconducting, but they are antiferromagnetic, only displaying
ferromagnetism and the CMR effect upon doping to degeneracy [11].
Another class of intrinsic magnetic semiconductors are the rare-earth ni-
trides (ReNs). Modern band structure calculations suggesting that the series
contains both half-metals and semiconductors appeared at roughly the same
time as the increased interest in novel spintronic materials. Rare-earth ele-
ments are defined by their partially filled 4f shell, which increases in occu-
pancy across the series. When bonding with nitrogen the rare-earth atoms
each contribute three valence electrons, and the electrons remaining in the
unfilled 4f shell are relatively atomic like in nature. This means that the
ReN series tends to exhibit very consistent chemical properties, but widely
3
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varying magnetic behaviour, providing a number of candidates for use as a
base or a dopant in spintronic devices [12].
Despite promising early results the theoretical frameworks, which must
treat both the delocalized band electrons and the highly-localized 4f shell,
and also the interaction between the two, remain in their infancy [13]. Many
outstanding questions remain regarding the electronic and magnetic structure
of the ReNs, and theoretical progress will be heavily dependent on experi-
mental results. This thesis aims to provide some of the experimental detail
necessary in order to gain insight into the electronic structure of many of the
ReNs.
1.1 Outline
This thesis is comprised of ten chapters, this introduction being the first. The
next three chapters provide the necessary background information. Chapter 2
provides an overview of the ReNs, and a brief literature review. Chapter 3,
details the theoretical concepts that underpin the work in this thesis. Chap-
ter 4 outlines the experimental techniques used to probe samples and to
elucidate information about their electronic and magnetic structure.
The subsequent four chapters present the results of the studies of the
ReNs. Chapter 5 details the growth techniques and basic characterization
used to produce the high quality samples needed for electronic investigations.
Chapter 6 presents a rather complete theoretical and experimental investi-
gation of the GdN electronic structure. Chapter 7 presents results obtained
for SmN and DyN, in a manner similar to the GdN chapter. Chapter 8 com-
pares all of the x-ray spectroscopy results obtained across the ReN series.
LuN and HfN are included in the comparison. Results obtained from x-ray
spectroscopy at the rare-earth M-edge are also detailed.
The last results chapter, Chapter 9, presents an independent resonant
x-ray emission spectroscopy study of the ZnO band structure which was per-
formed in parallel with the ReN work presented in the rest of the thesis.
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Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and provides some thoughts on pos-
sible future directions for the research.
1.2 Attribution
A large experimental project, such as the one my thesis is a part of, relies on
the contributions of many people, and collaborations between many groups.
I am only a small cog in the wheel and it is important to correctly attribute
those who provided assistance and results that appear in this thesis.
• Film growth — Initially by F. Budde, A. Koo, D. Pringle, then by
Z. Jhong, and later by J. Richter. Although not a focus of my thesis,
I was involved heavily in this work.
• Transport measurements — Involved the entire research group.
• Magnetic measurements — Although this thesis does not focus on
the magnetic properites of the ReNs, the electronic ground state of
the ReNs is intertwined with any magnetic ordering. I relied heav-
ily on measurements and analysis of magnetism performed initially by
S. Granville and later by B. Ludbrook and C. Meyer.
• Optical spectroscopy — Performed with H. J. Trodahl and assis-
tance from A. Bittar, N. Strickland.
• X-ray spectroscopy — A collaboration with K. Smith at the Novel
Materials Laboratory, Boston University and J. E. Downes at Mac-
Quarie Univeristy. I was primarily responsible for the measurements,
along with B. J. Ruck, J. E. Downes, L. F. J. Piper, K. E. Smith,
A. DeMasi and J. Brown.
• Band structure calculations—A collaboration with W. R. L. Lam-
brecht at Case Western Reserve University.
• Multiplet calculations — Performed by myself.
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1.3 Publications
I am a co-author on ten peer-review papers published during the course of
this thesis. One other paper has been submitted to Applied Physics Letters.
• Electrical and optical properties of hafnium nitride thin films
I. L. Farrell, R. J. Reeves, S. M. Durbin, A. R. H. Preston, and B. J.
Ruck
Appl. Phys. Lett. submitted (2009)
• Electronic band structure information of GdN extracted from x-ray ab-
sorption and emission spectroscopy
A. R. H. Preston, H. J. Trodahl, B. J. Ruck, L. F. J. Piper, K. E.
Smith, J. E. Downes and W. R. L. Lambrecht
Appl. Phys. Lett. 96, 032101 (2010)
• Magnetic properties of ErN films
C. Meyer, B. J. Ruck, A. R. H. Preston, S. Granville, G. V. M.
Williams and H. J. Trodahl
J. Mag. Mag. Mater. in press (2010)
• Growth and properties of epitaxial GdN
B. M. Ludbrook, I. L. Farrell, M. Kuebel, B. J. Ruck, A. R. H. Pre-
ston, H. J. Trodahl, S. M. Durbin, R. J. Reeves, L. Ranno, and C.
Meyer
J. Appl. Phys. 106, O63910 (2009)
• Vibrational properties of the rare-earth nitrides: Raman spectra and
theory
S. Granville, C. Meyer, A. R. H. Preston, B. M. Ludbrook, B. J.
Ruck, H. J. Trodahl, T. R. Paudel and W. R. L. Lambrecht
Phys. Rev. B 79, 054301 (2009)
• Near-zero-moment ferromagnetism in the semiconductor SmN
C. Meyer, B. J. Ruck, J. Zhong, S. Granville, A. R. H. Preston,
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G. V. M. Williams, and H. J. Trodahl
Phys. Rev. B 78, 174406 (2008)
• Band structure of ZnO from resonant x-ray emission spectroscopy
A. R. H. Preston, B. J. Ruck, L. F. J. Piper, A. DeMasi, K. E.
Smith, A. Schleife, F. Fuchs, F. Bechstedt, J. Chai and S. M. Durbin
Phys. Rev. B 78, 155114 (2008)
• Electronic properties of (Ga,Mn)N thin films with high Mn content
S. Granville, B. J. Ruck, A. R. H. Preston, T. Stewart, F. Budde,
H. J. Trodahl, A. Bittar, J. E. Downes and M. Ridgway
J. Appl. Phys. 104, 103710 (2008)
• Comparison between experiment and calculated band structures for DyN
and SmN
A. R. H. Preston, S. Granville, D. H. Housden, B. M. Ludbrook,
B. J. Ruck, H. J. Trodahl, A. Bittar, G. V. M. Williams, J. E. Downes,
A. DeMasi, Y. Zhang, K. E. Smith and W. R. L. Lambrecht
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H. J. Trodahl, A. R. H. Preston, J. Zhong, B. J. Ruck, N. M. Strick-
land, C. Mitra and W. R. L. Lambrecht Phys. Rev. B 76, 085211
(2007)
• Semiconducting ground state of GdN thin films
S. Granville, B. J. Ruck, F. Budde, A. Koo, D. J. Pringle, F. Kuchler,
A. R. H. Preston, D. H. Housden, N. Lund, A. Bittar, G. V. M.
Williams and H. J. Trodahl
Phys. Rev. B 73, 235335 (2008)
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Chapter 2
The Rare-Earth Nitrides
2.1 Rare-Earths
Rare-earth elements have, by definition, a partially filled 4f shell. They
are the lightest elements in the periodic table to contain electrons in an
f orbital, opening up the possiblity for interesting new phenomena. On an
energy scale the partially filled 4f shell generally sits below the valence which
tends to be comprised of 6s and, in some cases, 5d electrons. This explains
the positioning of the rare-earth series in the fourth column of the periodic
table. With the exception of Ce all of the rare-earth elements have been
observed in the 3+ charge state.
2.2 Nitrides
Nitride based crystalline materials have received much interest for their de-
sirable properties. GaN, InN, and AlN are the most common recent examples
and have excellent potential for use in opto-electronic devices that span the
entire visible light range [14]. The availability of compatible nitride based
magnetic materials would open up the possibility for a wide range of spin-
tronic devices. The ReNs offer just that possibility.
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2.3 Rare-Earth Nitrides
Together, the ReNs are a class of novel crystalline materials where a rare-
earth element bonds with nitrogen in a 1:1 stoichiometry, leaving the rare-
earth element in what is effectively a 3+ charge state. Since the 1960s, when
high purity rare-earth sources were first extracted, it has been known that
the ReNs all crystallize into the simple cubic rock-salt structure and that
most of them order magnetically [15].
The delocalized band electrons in ReNs are, to a first approximation,
comprised of rare-earth 5d and 6s electrons and nitrogen 2p electrons. There
are fourteen available electron states in the 4f shell. With such a large shell
it is inevitable that rare-earths across the series will have widely varying
orbital and spin moments. This means that the ReN series contains fourteen
chemically and structurally similar materials that each have very different
magnetic properties and the potential to be used in spintronic devices based
on ReN heterostructures.
Research in the twentieth century generally focused on attempts to de-
termine whether the ReNs were metallic or semiconducting, and the mea-
surement of their magnetic properties. Most results are detailed in the book
review chapters by Hulliger [15] and Vogt et al. [16]. These experiments
were performed prior to the surge of innovation in the growth of high qual-
ity nitride thin films led by the development of nitrogen plasma sources for
molecular beam epitaxy of gallium nitride. Instead bulk crystal growth was
typically achieved by direct reaction of nitrogen or ammonia with liquid rare-
earth metal (reactive arc melting), rare-earth metal shavings or sponges, or
rare-earth powders; procedures that were gradually realized to be suscep-
tible to oxygen contamination and a high concentration of nitrogen vacan-
cies [15, 17, 18, 19]. These issues make the interpretation of transport, mag-
netic, and optical measurements difficult. It is worth noting that more recent
studies are not immune to the same shortcomings, although in general their
effect is more readily appreciated [20].
In general, transport measurements indicated that the the ReNs were
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metallic or semimetallic [21, 22, 23, 24] although there are conflicting re-
ports for many of the ReNs. For example YbN has been identified as both
a semiconductor [24] and a semimetal [25]. Optical transport and absorp-
tion measurements were used to estimate the gap energies of most of the
ReNs. There were reports and semi-empirical predictions of band gaps of
over 2 eV [26, 21] but later studies suggest gaps of roughly 1 eV [15]. By
far the most effort was expended on characterizing the magnetic structure
of the ReNs and measuring the crystal fields that affect the magnetism.
In short, neutron scattering and specific heat measurements across the se-
ries provided evidence for paramagnets (EuN), ferromagnets (NdN, GdN,
TbN, DyN, TmN), antiferromagnets (SmN, YbN) and ferrimagnets (HoN,
ErN) [15, 16, 27, 28, 29, 22, 30, 31]. The effect of oxygen impurtities on
magnetism were also quantified. In GdN in particular it was reported that
oxygen causes a shift from ferro- to antiferro-magnetism [32, 33, 19, 23].
Very few attempts to further detail the electronic structure of any of
the ReNs are found. There are some x-ray photoemission data for the Gd
pnictides [34, 35], and a rather advanced study of YbN [25]. In that study,
motivated by the search for a heavy-fermion system, care was taken to avoid
exposing the crystals to atmosphere and optical reflectivity performed over a
large energy range (1 meV–12 eV) allowed a fairly detailed characterization
of the electronic band structure. At room temperature YbN was found to be
a self-compensated semimetal with an empty 4f band roughly 0.2 eV above
the Fermi level.
Modern band structure calculations, appearing in concert with increased
interest in spintronics, revived the ReN field with predictions that the series
inludes both magnetically ordered half-metals and semiconductors [36, 13,
37, 38].
Recent experimental work has returned focus to thin films, the growth of
which has advanced considerably and is a likely prerequisite for technological
applications. Leuenberger et al. recently performed a comprehensive study
of GdN based on near stoichiometric nanocrystalline thin films and the use
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of a thin capping layer for protection from atmospheric degradation during
ex situ characterization. They used magnetoresistance, magnetization and
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements to show that GdN is a semi-
conductor at room temperature and report a drop in resistivity of roughly
50 % in the transition to the ferromagnetic ground state. They recognized
that this could be either an intrinsic or an extrinsic effect. It has been
predicted that a semiconductor-metal transition occurs in the phase transi-
tion to ferromagnetic order [36]. On the other hand, it could be that donor
states mediate the conductivity and in the ferromagnetic phase transition
the spin-split majority conduction band shifts to cross the donor impurity
levels [39, 40, 41].
2.4 Hafnium Nitride
Technically, with a full 4f shell and one more d electron than Lu, Hf is not
a rare-earth element. Nevertheless it is similar enough to warrant further
electronic structure investigations. Even with four valence electrons it is
possible to grow HfN with a 1:1 stoichiometry and the same rock-salt crystal
structure as the ReNs. In this case the extra valence electron raises the Fermi
level into the 5d bands and HfN is very clearly metallic, in contrast with
the ReNs. The metallic nature of HfN is immediately obvious in the band
structure calculation in Ref. [42] where the band dispersions are very similar
to those calculated for LuN in Ref. [13], yet the highest occupied state lies
roughly 3 eV higher. Experiments measuring the HfN crystal structure and
partial density of states are reported in Sections 5.2.2 and 8.1, respectively.
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Theoretical Background
In principle the observable properties of any crystalline system can be ex-
tracted by writing down and solving the many-body Dirac equation. For most
observables, and most systems, the time independent many-body Schro¨dinger
equation
HΨ = EΨ, (3.1)
is sufficient. Here the Hamiltonian, H, contains kinetic and potential terms
for each particle in the system and operates on the many-body wavefunction,
Ψ, to detemine the total energy, E.
For systems with more than a few particles the Schro¨dinger equation is
very difficult to solve, even numerically, so simplifications are introduced,
usually beginning with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The ions in
a crystalline material are many orders of magnitude more massive than the
electrons, so they can be thought of as stationary point particles surrounded
by rapidly moving electrons. Under this assumption the kinetic energy of the
ions is negligible and the Coulomb interaction between the ions is a constant
and can be ignored for the purpose of finding the ground state wavefunction.
The total Hamiltonian of the electons, i, is then
H = −
∑
i
h¯2
2mi
∇2ri −
∑
i
∑
I
ZIe
2
|RI − ri| +
1
2
∑
i
∑
j(j 6=i)
e2
|rj − ri| . (3.2)
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The three terms, from left to right, are the kinetic (T ), external (Vext), and
electron-electron Coulomb (U) operators. For this Hamiltonian, Vext is sim-
ply the potential due to the ions, I. However, in general it can be extended
to include any external potential, hence the name. Solving this equation to
obtain the many-body wavefunction
Ψ = Ψ({ri}), {ri} = r1, r2, . . . rN (3.3)
is then enough to completely determine the observable properties of the
ground state of a condensed matter system. If only we were clever enough!
It is still simply too computationally expensive to numerically solve a many-
body problem like this for any realistic system.
Further progress can only be made with even more severe approximations.
Historically, the two most successful approaches to this problem have been
the Hartree-Fock approximation (HFA) and the density functional theory
(DFT). The HFA was developed in the early days of quantum mechanics
and is based on a guess of the form of the many-electron wavefunction. DFT
is a more recent approach, based on the Honenberg-Kohn theorems from the
nineteen sixties, which proved that the ground state density can be used as
the basic variable, rather than the many-electron wavefunction.
In this thesis the HFA, detailed in Section 3.1, is used to calculate the
single atom energy levels needed to simulate the multiplet effects seen in x-ray
spectroscopy, which are introduced in Section 3.3. Advanced formulations
of DFT, detailed in Section 3.2, are used to calculate the electronic band
structure of the ReNs, which are introduced in Section 3.4.
3.1 The Hartree-Fock Approximation
The HFA is based on a guess of the form of the many-electron wavefunction.
Perhaps the simplest such guess is the Hartree approximation (HA)
ΨHA({ri}) = φ1(r1)φ2(r2)...φN(rN), (3.4)
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where the many-electron wavefunction is a product of single electron wave-
functions, φ1(r1). Written in this way the many-electron wavefunction is
appropriate for a system where where the electrons behave as independent
particles moving in the average field of all of the other electrons. The HFA
was constructed to improve upon the HA by explicitly incorporating the
notion that electrons are Fermions and so the overall wavefunction is anti-
symmetric — exchanging any two electrons will result in a sign change of the
wavefunction. The inclusion of antisymmetry in the HFA is important be-
cause it tends to favour wavefunctions that keep electrons with similar quan-
tum numbers apart, thereby reducing the overall Coulomb energy. However,
it still does not include the full correlations amongst electrons. The Slater de-
terminant, a determinant of the one-partical wavefunctions, trivially enforces
antisymmetry
ΨHFA({ri}) = 1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(r1) φ1(r2) . . .
φ2(r1) φ2(r2) . . .
...
...
. . .
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (3.5)
A variational approach [43] can be used to find the single-particle Hartree-
Fock equations [
− h¯
2
2me
∇2r −
Ze2
|r| + e
2
∑
j(j 6=i)
〈φj| 1|r− r′| |φj〉
]
φi(r)
− e2
∑
j(j 6=i)
〈φj| 1|r− r′| |φi〉φj(r) = iφi(r). (3.6)
Here, we have set Vext = −Ze2|r| to the ionic potential of a single atom, as will
be needed to calculate atomic energy levels in Section 3.3. The last term on
the left hand side of the equation is known as the exchange term and is what
differentiates the HFA from the HA.
3.1.1 Solving the single particle equation
The problem of determining the ground state of the system is now simplified
to solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. 3.6 for the single electron wave-
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functions. Since the Coulomb and exchange terms for one electron both
depend on the other single electron wavefunctions, the equation must usu-
ally be solved iteratively, until the system of wavefunctions is self-consistent.
Ref. [43] provides a overview of how this is generally done. First, a guess (or
result of a previous iteration cycle) for the wavefunctions is obtained. This
is used to calculate the terms on the left hand side of Eq. 3.6. Solving the
equation results in a new set of wavefunctions. These are combined with
the previous wavefunctions in some way and the cycle repeated. After each
iteration the energy can be calculated. Once the difference in energy between
the previous two iterations is smaller than some predetermined threshold the
system is considered to have self-consistently converged.
3.2 Density Functional Theory
While the HFA is based on a guess of the form of the ground state wave-
function, DFT is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems which provide a
basis for determining the electronic structure of a condensed matter system
through the electron density, rather than through the many-body wavefunc-
tion [44, 45].
Essentially, Hohenberg and Kohn showed that there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the electronic density and the external potential of any
system. Subsequently they defined an energy functional (of the density) and
proved that the ground state density minimizes this energy [43]. As is out-
lined below, the use of the density as the key variable produces a framework
for mapping the many-body problem onto a single-body problem.
The density, n(r), which depends on only three parameters (r), can be
calculated easily from the many-body wavefunction, which depends on 3N
parameters
n(r) = N
∫
Ψ∗(r, r2, . . . rN)Ψ(r, r2, . . . rN) dr2 . . . drN . (3.7)
Since the external potential defines not just the density but also the wave-
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function it must be the case that the wavefunction is a functional of the
density
Ψ0 = Ψ[no]. (3.8)
So the energy, which is still specified by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.2, is given
by
E0[n0] = 〈Ψ0|T + Vext + U |Ψ0〉
= T [n0] + Vext[n0] + U [n0]. (3.9)
While ignoring difficulties involved with writing down the terms in the energy
functional there are some general results which allow further progress. Con-
sider a system of non-interacting fermionic particles, not necessarily electrons
(represented by the subscript s). In this case the electron-electron interaction
term, U , in the energy functional disappears, so
Es[ns] = Ts[ns] + Vs[ns]. (3.10)
Since the particles involved in this equation are not interacting they can be
represented exactly as a Slater determinant (Eq. 3.5) and the density is given
by
n(r) =
∑
i
|φi|2. (3.11)
A variational approach to minimizing the non-interacting particle energy
results in what are known as the Kohn-Sham equations [43][
− h¯
2
2m
∇2r + Vs(r, n(r))
]
φi(r) = iφi(r). (3.12)
The system of Kohn-Sham equations describe an eigenvalue problem, very
similar to the Hartree-Fock equation (3.6). Since Vs depends on ns, which
depends on φi, which in turn depend on Vs, the problem must be solved in
a self-consistent way (i.e., iteratively). The techniques used to achieve this
are generally very similar to that described for the HFA in Section 3.1.1.
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The Kohn-Sham equations were derived for a completely general poten-
tial, Vs. By specifying that
Vs = (T − Ts) + Vext + U, (3.13)
the potentials in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 are identical and therefore must have the
same density! This means that a solution to the Kohn-Sham equations, based
on a set of fictitious non-interacting particles (quasiparticles), will reproduce
the density of the real system. In this way the problem of obtaining the
ground state of the original system of interacting electrons in the presence
of a real external potential has been converted to a problem of obtaining
the ground state of a system of quasiparticles in the presence of an effective
potential; and it has been achieved in a way that reproduces the density (and
therefore all observables for which a functional is known) of the real system.
3.2.1 Exchange-correlation functionals
Of course the effective potential which, in its most general form, can be
written as
Vs[r, ns(r)] = Vext(r) + e
2
∫
ns(r
′)
|r− r′|dr
′ +
δEXC [ns(r)]
δns(r)
, (3.14)
must still be specified. It is the third term, the exchange and correlation
potential (defined in terms of the exchange and correlation energy functional)
that is not known exactly. Inventing accurate approximations to this term
is one of the key challenges in DFT.
A number of approximations have been suggested, all of which are com-
mon in that they do not seem to be particularly realistic (although the re-
sults of numerical calculations are generally in remarkable agreement with
experiment). Two commonly used forms for EXC are the local density ap-
proximation (LDA) and the generalised gradient approximation (GGA). The
LDA functional is “local” in that it depends only on the density at each point
in space (and not, for example, on the gradient of the density, which is also
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included in the GGA). In materials where the majority- and minority-spins
are not degenerate (and therefore electron spin is important) the LDA is
trivially generalized to the local spin density approximation (LSDA)
ELSDAXC [n↑, n↓] =
∫
XC [n↑, n↓]n(r)d
3r, (3.15)
which is the basis for the functionals used in this thesis. The single param-
eter in the equation is the energy density, XC , which has been accurately
determined for a range of densities by studies of the free electron model.
3.3 Atomic Multiplets
The Re 4f levels can be directly probed by exciting a 3d104fn → 3d94fn+1
optical transition. The experimental details of this technique are described
fully in Section 4.4.1. Briefly, these transitions probe what are known as the
Re M4,5 edges, which have binding energies of roughly 1200 eV — in the
soft x-ray range. The similarities between the Re and ReN M-edge x-ray
absorption (see Fig 8.4) indicate that the transitions are mostly independent
of bonding enviroment are thus largely atomic in nature, so a theoretical
understanding must begin at this starting point.
The theory of atomic electronic structure and resulting intra-atomic tran-
sitions is well understood. A full treatment of the many-electron atom can be
found in the canonical work by Cowan [46]. For more recent results specific
to calculating the M-edge x-ray absorption spectra of Re3+ ions, see Thole
et al. [47] and Goedkoop et al. [48]. It is shown in these references that the
3d104fn → 3d94fn+1 transition is complicated by multiplet effects — a strong
overlap of the core and valence wavefunctions means that a single particle
description of the transition is not valid and electron-electron interactions
become important [49].
The general process used to calculate the Re3+ M-edge transition proba-
bilities is as follows. First, the initial and final state wavefunctions of the Re
ion are calculated using the HFA. From the wavefunctions some key terms
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— the Slater-Coulomb integrals and spin-orbit couplings — are extracted.
These parameters are used to calculate the energy levels of each possible
multi-electron configuration in the unfilled 3d and 4f shells. Finally, the
electric dipole transition probabilities are calculated from these configura-
tions.
3.3.1 The atomic Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian that describes a multi-electron atom follows directly from
Eq. 3.2. It contains three terms: the electron kinetic energy, the electron-
nucleus Coulomb attraction, and the electron-electron Coulomb repulsion.
The first two terms are the same for electrons in the same shell; this average
energy will be ignored in what follows. In heavier atoms, like the rare-earths,
relativistic effects become important. Treated as a perturbation this adds a
spin-orbit coupling term to the Hamiltonian.1 It is the electron-electron and
spin-orbit terms that determine the relative energy levels of different possible
open-shell electron configurations
H = 1
2
∑
i
∑
j(j 6=i)
e2
|rj − ri| +
∑
i
ζ(ri)(li · si). (3.16)
This is a many-body problem, best dealt with under the HFA. In the following
we will provide just an overview of the key results. Fairly accessible reviews
of the state of the art in can be found in Refs. [49, 50], and a complete
treatment was authored by Cowan [46].
It can be shown that the relative energy of a given electron configura-
tion depends only its term symbol (Section 3.3.2) [49], in which case the
electron-electron term of Eq. 3.16 can be written in terms of Slater-Condon
integrals [49]
〈2S+1LJ
∣∣∑
i
∑
j(j 6=i)
e2
|rij|
∣∣2S+1LJ〉 =∑
k
fkF
k +
∑
k
gkG
k. (3.17)
1There are other first order terms in the perturbation that are not important here. For
discussion see Ref. [46].
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F 2f F
4
f F
6
f ζf F
2
d F
4
d ζd G
1
fd G
3
fd G
5
fd
3d104f 7 11.60 7.28 5.24 0.20
3d94f 8 12.16 7.64 5.50 0.23 7.77 3.63 12.36 5.56 3.26 2.25
Table 3.1: The ground and excited state Gd3+ Coulomb and exchange inte-
grals and spin-orbit coefficients. The values for all Re ions are tabulated in
Ref. [47]
On the right the angular (lower case) and radial (upper case) components of
the Coulomb (fkF
k) and exchange (gkG
k) energy have been isolated [49, 50].
The Coulomb sum is constrained by the 3j symbol present in the calculation
of the radial component [46]. For the 4f orbital k = 0, 2, 4, 6. For the
exchange energy k = |l− l′|, |l− l′|+2, . . . l+ l′, where l and l′ are the orbital
angular quantum numbers of the two shells that the exchange interaction is
between.
The Slater-Coulomb integrals and the radial spin-orbit coupling parame-
ter, ζ(ri), can all be extracted once the HFA has been used to calculate the
multi-electron wavefunction. For example, the parameters for the initial and
final states of the 4f 7 → 3d94f 8 transition in Gd3+ are listed in Table 3.1.
Note that the F and G have all been scaled to 80% of their calculated value,
an empirical adjustment required in order to reach agreement with experi-
ment [49, 47].
3.3.2 Coupling schemes
In the Hamiltonian used to calculate the multiplet energy levels (Eq. 3.17)
two standard ways of coupling together individual angular momenta are used:
LS and jj coupling. In LS coupling, also known as Russell-Saunders cou-
pling, the individual orbital moments, li, are coupled together to form the
total orbital momentum, L. A similar approach is used for S. L and S are
then coupled to form the total angular momentum, J . In jj coupling the
individual orbital, li, and spin, si moments are coupled to form ji. The ji
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are then coupled to form the total angular momentum, J .
Under LS coupling L, S, and J all commute with the Coulomb repulsion
operator. On the other hand the spin-orbit operator commutes with ji and
J . This means that in systems where the Coulomb term dominates the
spin-orbit coupling an LS basis is closest to being diagonal, while in systems
where the spin-orbit coupling dominates a jj basis is simpler. Note that pure
coupling schemes are only used for convenience of representation; modern
computational frameworks fully diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix. In this
case, known as intermediate coupling, it does not matter which coupling
representation is chosen.
When the interacting orbitals are 2p, 3d, or 4f in nature LS coupling
is most applicable (so this is the representation most commonly used to
describe Re ions). The LS coupled momenta are commonly represented as
term symbols
2S+1LJ , (3.18)
which contain all information on the angular momentum of the system. In
the term symbol S and L are the total spin and orbital moments, 2S + 1
is the multiplicity of the term, and J is the total angular momentum. L is
generally written as {S, P,D, F,G, . . .} for total moments of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .}.
A combination of S and L defines a term, which would uniquely specify the
energy if there were no spin-orbit coupling [49]. For each term J is restricted
to
|L− S| ≤ J ≤ L+ S. (3.19)
As more electrons, n, are included in a shell, or as the orbital moment, l, of
the shell gets larger, the number of possible ways for the electrons to occupy
the shell, N , grows combinatorically
N =
(
2(2l + 1)
n
)
. (3.20)
This makes multiplet calculations for the 4f orbital increasingly complex.
For example, seven electrons can half-fill the Gd3+ 4f shell in 3432 different
ways (see Table 3.2).
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3.3.3 Hund’s rules
The ground state term symbol for a partially filled shell can be easily deter-
mined in LS coupling (weak spin-orbit coupling) by following a few simple
rules, known as Hund’s rules:
1. maximize spin moment; then
2. maximize orbital moment; then finally
3. J = |L− S| or |L+ S| for less or more than half-filled shells.
The rules are listed in order of priority — the orbital moment is maximized
subject to the constraint that spin moment remains maximized. Then the
total moment, J , is chosen. The rules can be interpreted in terms of the HFA.
Rules one and two result from minimising the Coulomb energy subject to
an antisymmetric wavefunction. Rule three results from spin-orbit coupling
which breaks the degeneracy in J .
Hund’s rules are accurate enough to correctly specify the ground state
term for all of the Re3+ ions. The ground state, and its energy relative to
the first excited state (calculated under the HFA), is shown in Table 3.2.
3.3.4 Multiplet dipole transitions
The final step in calculating the Re M-edge x-ray absorption spectrum is
to determine the multiplet optical (dipole) transition probabilities from the
initial state, 4fn, to the final state, 3d94fn+1. The initial state can often be
taken as just the ground state multiplet since kBT (∼ 25 meV at 295 K) is
usually significantly less than the first excited multiplet state (see Table 3.2).2
2Numerical calculations often (correctly) incorporate a full Boltzmann distribution of
the initial state multiplets at a given temperature. Typically the calculated spectra are
no different from those that incorporate only the ground state multiplet. This simplifies
calculations of the complicated 4f transitions. However, when crystal field effects are
incorporated the ground state approximation can break down. Measurements of the SmN
magnetic moment showed that this is the case for Sm3+ in SmN, see Section 7.2.1.
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Re3+ 4fn T 3d94fn+1
n N 2S+1LJ ∆E (eV) M
La 0 1 1S0 - 3 20
Ce 1 14 2F2.5 -0.305 53 107
Pr 2 91 3H4 -0.290 176 386
Nd 3 364 4I4.5 -0.255 414 977
Pm 4 1,001 5I4 -0.201 773 1,878
Sm 5 2,002 6H2.5 -0.143 946 2,725
Eu 6 3,003 7F0 -0.056 213 3,106
Gd 7 3,432 8S3.5 -3.892 1,077 2,725
Tb 8 3,003 7F6 -0.269 651 1,878
Dy 9 2,002 6H7.5 -0.452 226 977
Ho 10 1,001 5I8 -0.654 61 386
Er 11 364 4I7.5 -0.829 16 107
Tm 12 91 3H6 -0.662 4 20
Yb 13 14 2F3.5 -1.281 1 2
Table 3.2: Properties of the Re3+ multiplets. Each Re3+ ion has n 4f elec-
trons which can fill the 4f shell in N different configurations. Term symbols
can be calculated for each configuration. The ground state term symbol,
2S+1LJ , can be calculated using Hund’s rules, or numerically using Cowan’s
rcg program. The energetic separation, ∆E, between the ground state and
the first excited state was also extracted from the numerical calculations.
There are T different dipole allowed transitions from the ground state mul-
tiplet to the M different 3d94fn+1 final state multiplets.
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On the other hand the final state is comprised of all of the possible 3d94fn+1
multiplets.
The transition probabilities between the initial and final states can then
be calculated using Fermi’s golden rule (see Section 4.4.1), which incorporates
the dipole selection rule. Interpreted in the language of term symbols the
dipole selection rule states that
∆J =
{
0,±1 if J 6= 0
±1 if J = 0 (3.21)
This severely restricts the number of possible final states for an optical tran-
sition. Even so, there are often still hundreds of significant transitions (lines)
in Re3+ M-edge x-ray absorption spectra. The number of final state multi-
plets, and the number of allowed transitions from the ground state multiplet
of the initial state to the final state multiplets of each of the Re3+ ions, is
listed in Table 3.2.
3.3.5 Software
The software needed to calculate multiplet effects is readily available. The
code was written by Cowan and is reviewed in Ref. [46]. The general tech-
nique for calculating multiplet energy levels under the HFA relies on a number
of individual steps, each of which is a performed by a different program:
• rcn uses the HFA to calculate the atomic many-body wavefunction for
both the ground and excited states;
• rcn2 extracts the Coulomb, exchange, and spin-orbit terms from the
many-body wavefunctions;
• rcg uses these parameters to calculate the energy levels for each possible
term and the dipole allowed transitions between the ground and excited
state terms.
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From the output or these programs atomic x-ray absorption spectra can be
extracted. The atom-based approach can be extended to calculate transitions
for atoms in various crystal fields, by incorporating results based on break-
ing the symmetry of the atomic Hamiltonian. In practice this is achieved by
inputing the calculated multiplet states from rcg into racah, a program writ-
ten by Thole, which is used to include crystal field effects in the calculation.
These programs are freely available as bundles. TTMULT [49] and Miss-
ing [51] are the two program bundles used in this thesis. Missing was used to
calculate the ground and excited state energy levels presented in Table 3.2.
3.4 Electronic Band Structure
The electronic band structure of the ReNs is calculated using a specialised
formulation of the basic DFT which was introduced in Section 3.2. Key
choices that are made are in the form of the exchange-correlation functional,
the external potential, and the basis set. These choices are particularly
important in calculations of the ReNs because of the magnetic nature of the
ground state and the strongly correlated nature of the electrons in the 4f
orbitals. In fact the uncertainty surrounding the correctness of the electronic
structure calculated using these choices underpins the theoretical interest in
the ReNs.
The code base that was used in this thesis was written by a group led
by M. van Schilfgaarde [52]. The LSDA+U extension was implemented by
W. R. L. Lambrecht. The full details of the technique, as applied to the
ReNs, are outlined in Refs. [53] and [13]. Band structure calculations in this
thesis rely heavily on these papers. Below, an outline of the choice of the
exchange-correlation functional will be made.
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3.4.1 LSDA+U
The exchange-correlation functional most typically used in band structure
calculations of spin polarized materials is the LSDA. However, in orbitals
where electron-electron interactions are important, like the Re 4f orbital, the
LSDA fails to correctly calculate the electronic density because the exchange
energy is not well approximated [54].
The Hamiltonian that is often used to qualitatively describe these strongly
correlated systems is provided by the Hubbard model,
H =
∑
i
Unf,i,↑nf,i,↓, (3.22)
where U is the Hubbard parameter and nf,i,σ is the number of 4f electrons
at site i with spin σ (↑ or ↓). It is generally accepted that strongly correlated
systems are well described by the Hubbard model [55].
By considering both the LSDA and the Hubbard model the following
exchange-correlation energy functional was proposed [55, 56]
ELSDA+U [nσ, {ησ}] = ELSDA[ρσ] + EU [{ησ}]− Edc[{ησ}], (3.23)
where nσ is the spin-resolved density and {ησ} is the density matrix for the
correlated electrons in the 4f shell, as defined in Ref. [56]. The first of the
three terms is the spin resolved generalization of the the standard LDA func-
tional, ELSDA (3.15). The other two terms are the Hubbard-U term, and the
double counting correction term (inserted to ensure that ELSDA+U = ELSDA
in the absence of orbital polarizations). The functionals are not reproduced
here but can be shown to result, through (3.14), in the following potential
addition to VXC
V σmm′ =
∑
m′′m′′′
[〈m,m′′|Vee|m′, m′′′〉n−σm′′m′′′
+(〈m,m′′|Vee|m′, m′′′〉
−〈m,m′′|Vee|m′′′, m′〉nσm′′m′′′
]
−U(Tr(nσmm′ + n−σmm′)− 12) + J(Tr(nσmm′)− 12), (3.24)
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where Vee are the screened Coulomb interactions between the 4f electrons
and U and J are functions of the screened Slater-Coulomb integrals — the
very same parameters introduced for the HFA in Section 3.3.1. In fact the
Coulomb integrals also appear when Vee is written in a basis of spherical
harmonics (cf. Eq. 3.17) [56]
〈m,m′′|Vee|m′, m′′′〉 =
∑
k
fkF
k. (3.25)
The values for U and J can be written in terms of Coulomb integrals. For
the Re 4f orbital F 0 is heavily screened, while the ratios between F 2, F 4,
and F 6 are known to be independent of the element in question [13]
Uf = cF
0,
Jf = (286F
2 + 195F 4 + 250F 6)/6435.
(3.26)
Thus the LSDA+U exchange-correlation functional provides a strong link
back to the atomic formulation of the HFA. In a way this is not surprising
since the Hubbard-U corrections were introduced to deal with the atomic-
like nature of the Re 4f orbital. This correspondence means that direct
measurements of the Re 4f orbital by x-ray spectroscopy can be used to help
determine the correct parameters to use in the band structure calculations.
Since it is strongly screened, Uf is typically determined experimentally, by
tuning the value until agreement is reached with XPS measurements. On the
other hand, Jf can be extracted straight from Hartree-Fock calculations of
the Coulomb integrals.
In calculations of the ReNs Hubbard-U shifts are also applied to the Re 5d
orbitals, although the underlying physical justification is quite different [13].3
It is a well known flaw of DFT calculations that they underestimate the mag-
nitude of semiconductor band gaps, because long-range Coulomb screening is
not correctly dealt with by the LSDA exchange-correlation functional. The
use of Ud adds a potential to the Hamiltonian which acts in opposite senses
3The justification may be different but the Uf and Ud parameters are related in that
they are both strongly dependent on the strength of the long-range Coulomb screening.
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for occupied and unoccupied states, pushing them away from the Fermi level
in both cases. Since the CBM is mostly Gd 5d in nature, a positive Ud acts
to increase the size of the splitting between occupied and unoccupied states.
The value of Ud can then be tuned to reach agreement with experiment as is
done in Section 6.5.
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Experimental Band Structure
Probes
Four primary experimental techniques were used to probe the electronic and
magnetic structure of the ReNs: transport, magnetometry, optical transmis-
sion, and x-ray spectroscopy. Experimental details, and an outline of how
each experiment provides information about the electronic structure of a
material, are provided in this chapter.
4.1 Transport
Temperature dependent transport measurements probe the density of states
near the Fermi level. From a simplified perspective, samples are often clas-
sified according to the slope of their resistivity measured as a function of
temperature. A positive slope implies that temperature mediated scattering
is the dominant effect and a metallic sample is likely. However, it is possible
for a degenerately doped semiconductor to show the same behaviour1. A
negative slope often implies a temperature dependent activation of charge
1A degenerately doped semiconductor has enough imperfections that the state becomes
band-like
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carriers, in which case a semiconducting sample is likely.2 If the sample is a
semiconductor the resistivity can generally be fitted to one of the following
two formulae. An activated semiconductor varies as
ρ ∼ e
EA
kBT , (4.1)
where the activation energy, EA, is the energy gap between the Fermi level
and the nearest delocalized states. If, however, conduction in the semicon-
ductor is mediated primarily by localized states at the Fermi energy, as can
be the case when a large number of impurities are present in a sample, then
the resistivity takes the form described by variable range hopping [57]
ρ ∼ e(T0T )
1
4 . (4.2)
In magnetic materials the transition from the paramagnetic state to the mag-
netically ordered ground state can affect sample resistivity through at least
two mechanisms. An increase in magnetic order can decrease the scattering
rate and hence the resistivity. It is also possible that exchange splitting in
the valence and conduction bands (VB and CB)3 will change the distance
between the Fermi level and the nearest delocalized states, affecting the re-
sistivity. These effects will result in deviations from expected metallic or
semiconducting behaviour as has previously been observed in GdN [41].
In the present study the resistivity of numerous samples were measured
while still under vacuum in the growth chamber. A standard two-terminal
technique was used during these in situ experiments to measure the resis-
tance across substrates prepared with two thin metal contacts on the surface.
Resistivity was monitored during growth and used to obtain real time infor-
mation about the deposition of the film and capping layers. When insulating
capping layers are chosen, temperature dependent transport measurements
2There are other effects that can have a negative slope as a function of temperature,
for example weak localization.
3Note also the related acronyms for the valence band maximum (VBM) and the con-
duction band minimum (CBM).
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are possible before and after the growth of the capping layer. These measure-
ments are performed in order to obtain low temperature resistivity data and
also to help confirm that the capping layer has not altered the sample. Mak-
ing the same measurement after venting to atmosphere is a useful method for
ensuring that the film has not oxidized, and is detailed in Section 5.1.4. The
sample was cooled by flowing cold nitrogen gas through a pipe anchored to a
copper substrate holder and measured by a PT100 thermometer embedded
in the copper block.
The ex situ temperature dependent measurements were all four-terminal
in nature. For the samples with high resistivity the current and voltage leads
were connected to the same metal contact, while for samples that were con-
ducting enough for the contact resistances to become important a current
path was scribed on the film and the four leads were attached by pressing in-
dium contacts to the surface. In these measurements thermoelectric voltages
in the connections between the measurement equipment (at room tempera-
ture) and the sample can cause errors. Averaging the voltage measured with
the current flowing in both directions removes this offset.
Temperature dependent measurements were made in a Janis Research
SHI-4 closed-cycle cryostat and also in a custom made liquid bath cryostat.
In the closed-cycle cryostat the sample was fixed to the cold finger by Gen-
eral Electric (GE) 7031 varnish — which has the useful property that a thin
layer is thermally conducting and electrically insulating — and the sample
space pumped to a pressure below 10−4 mbar to thermally insulate the sys-
tem. The temperature was measured by two independent LakeShore DT-670
Silicon diodes, one of which is attached to the cold finger close to the sam-
ple, and controlled by a LakeShore 340 Temperature controller. In the liquid
bath cryostat the inner chamber, which holds the sample, is insulated from
atmosphere by evacuating the vacuum jacket that surrounds it. The sam-
ple is immersed in either liquid nitrogen or liquid helium and temperature
dependent data are obtained by measuring the resistance as the liquid boils
away and the system warms. In this system the temperature is measured
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by a calibrated silicon diode thermometer attached to the surface of the film
with GE varnish. The system is described in detail in Ref. [58]. In both
cryostats data were obtained from 300 K down to below 5 K.
4.2 Magnetometry
Magnetization measurements provide details on the magnitude and ordering
of magnetic moments in a material. The magnetic response can be measured
as a function of an applied field or temperature. Usually the magnetization,
M , of a material is written as a function of an applied field, H
M = χH. (4.3)
In general the susceptibility, χ, is temperature and magnetic field dependent.
In a material where the individual atomic moments interact with each other,
but above any ordering temperature (i.e., in the paramagnetic state), the
Curie-Weiss law explains the temperature dependence of the susceptibility
χ =
µ0N
3kB
µ2eff
T − θp , (4.4)
and can be used to determine the effective magnetic moment, µeff, and the di-
vergence temperature, θp, which is usually close to the ferromagnetic (Curie)
ordering temperature, TC . In the ReNs the magnetic moment originates pri-
marily from the unfilled Re 4f shell. As described in Section 3.3, the spin
and orbital moments of the electrons in the 4f shell cannot be considered
independently and must be coupled together to form a multiplet state. In LS
coupling the ground state multiplet is determined by Hund’s rules. Table 3.2
shows the calculated energetic separation between the ground state and first
excited multiplets for the Re3+ ions. The separation is more than 100 meV
(∼ 1000 K), too large for the excited multiplet to be thermally populated.
However, an applied magnetic field can induce an admixture of the multi-
plets. In this case the susceptibility is best explained by a modification of
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the Curie-Weis equation, the Van Vleck equation
χ =
µ0N
3kB
[
60µ2B
7∆E
+
µ2eff
T −Θp
]
, (4.5)
where ∆E is the energy difference between the two lowest energy multi-
plets [59, 60]. This approach is used for the analysis of the SmN susceptibility
data in Section 7.2.1.
Below TC , a field dependent magnetization curve will show hysteresis.
From a hysteresis loop the maximum magnetization (saturation moment),
sample magnetization after removing a large applied field (remanence), and
the field required to return a sample to a zero magnetization state (coercive
field), can all be trivially extracted.
Measuring the temperature dependence of the magnetization as a func-
tion of temperature allows for a measurement of TC . Typically a sample is
prepared by cooling with, and without, the presence of a small applied field
and then measuring the magnetization as the sample is heated in a small
applied field. These techniques are referred to as field- and zero-field-cooled
(FC and ZFC) measurements, respectively. Without an applied field to align
its magnetic domains, a sample will order to minimize the total field, thus
the ZFC magnetization will be small at temperatures well below TC , so long
as the applied field is less than the coercive field. In that sense comparing
the FC and ZFC magnetization provides a quick hysteresis measurement. As
the temperature increases toward the phase transition, the coercive field will
decrease and the ZFC magnetization will increase until it is equal to the FC
magnetization. The temperature at which this first occurs is approximately
TC .
The response of ReN thin films to applied magnetic fields was measured
using a Quantum Design magnetic property measurement system (MPMS)
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). Measurements were
performed from 2 K to 300 K, in fields up to 6 T. ReN films grown on
either Si or YSZ, and capped with GaN or YSZ, were cleaved to a size of
roughly 2 mm × 5 mm and inserted into a plastic sample holder that has no
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magnetic response. Data presented in this thesis were obtained and analyzed
by S. Granville, C. Meyer, and B. Ludbrook.
4.3 Optical Transmission
Optical spectroscopy is the use of visible or near-visible light to interrogate
a material. In principle a combination of reflectance and transmittance mea-
surements, or ellipsometry, can be used to obtain information about the
energy dependence of the complex index of refraction of a material, which
depends heavily on direct interband transitions and can be directly related
to numerical calculations of optical conductivity (see e.g., Ref. [61]). In prac-
tice the cap/film/substrate configuration required for any ex situ experiment
on the ReNs complicates the extraction of the refractive index. With a well
characterized capping layer, and well determined film thicknesses, it is still
theoretically possible to extract the refractive index through a fitting of the
Fresnel equations generalized for multiple interfaces, but small experimental
uncertainties in any of the input parameters can lead to huge uncertainties
in the refractive index. Regardless, an absorption edge can still be extracted
from optical transmittance data. This slightly less quantitative approach
provides valuable information since the absorption edge provides a measure-
ment of the size of the direct band gap, a parameter that is essential for
tuning numerical band structure calculations.
Optical transmittance data were obtained for GdN and SmN by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and for DyN by conventional trans-
mittance techniques. For GdN the temperature of the sample was varied so
that measurements were made above and below the ferromagnetic transition
temperature. In transmittance mode FTIR measures the total transmitted
intensity of broadband light as the path length of the photon is modulated as
a function of time. The Fourier transform of this time dependent transmission
determines the frequency (energy) dependent transmittance. Spectra were
obtained over 0.2–2.0 eV with a Bomem model DA8 FTIR spectrometer using
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films grown on sapphire and YSZ substrates. For variable-temperature mea-
surements the film was mounted in a flow-through cryostat with polyethy-
lene windows. The conventional transmittance spectra were obtained from
a monochromatized broadband light source over 1.1–3.2 eV. In both experi-
ments the transmitted intensity was normalized by dividing by the incident
intensity, measured simply by removing the sample.
4.4 X-ray Spectroscopy
Synchrotron based x-ray spectroscopy techniques can be used to obtain a
wealth of data aboute the electronic structure of materials that is not obtain-
able with any other technique. The synchrotron itself, from this perspective,
can simply be considered a source of extremely bright light with photon en-
ergies that range from the far infrared to hard x-ray. The radiation emitted
from a modern synchrotron is generated by one of three radiation sources:
a bending magnet, a wiggler, or an undulator. Each of these accelerate an
electron with a magnetic field to produce radiation, but the output character-
istics are quite different. Connected to the synchrotron are usually a number
of different beamlines. The monochromators and measurement equipment at
each beamline will vary depending on experimental goals.
The soft x-ray spectroscopy detailed in this thesis was performed on beam-
line X1B at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, and on beamline 511 at MAXlab in Lund, Sweden. Both X1B
and 511 are undulator beamlines. The undulator generates a radiation spec-
trum that peaks strongly at a particular energy, the energy of which is deter-
mined by the spacing of the undulators magnetic poles. While both beamlines
are equipped with a variable spacing undulator, the MAXlab 511 undulator
is computer controlled and the spacing of the poles can be varied automat-
ically from 23 mm up to 250 mm, allowing measurements at any energy to
be made on the undulator peak [62]. Both beamlines are fitted with spher-
ical grating monochromators, and their end stations include the ability to
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perform x-ray absorption and x-ray emission spectroscopy. The Brookhaven
X1B beamline measures x-ray absorption by total electron yield. At MAXlab
511 the total fluorescent yield technique is used. Both end stations are fitted
with a Nordgren-type grazing-incidence soft x-ray emission spectrometer.
In this thesis x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),4 x-ray emission spec-
troscopy (XES), and the closely related technique of resonant x-ray emission
spectroscopy (RXES) were all used to extract information about the ReN
electronic structure. XAS, XES and RXES define a class of techniques we
refer to as XXS.
4.4.1 X-ray absorption
In XAS the fraction of light absorbed by a material is measured as a func-
tion of energy. The fundamental principles and techniques are described in
Ref. [63]. In general the absorption is described by the Lambert-Beer law
I(E, d) = I0e
−µ(E)d, (4.6)
where I0 is the intensity of the monochromatic incident beam and I is the
intensity after the beam passes through a material of thickness, d. The
absorption coefficient, µ, is energy and material dependent, but typical pen-
etration depths in the soft x-ray energy band (roughly 120 eV to 1200 eV)
are 10 nm or more [64, 65].
In general the absorption coefficient decreases as E−3, however, when the
photon energy is close to the binding energy of a core level there is a large
jump in the absorption coefficient [66]. This is referred to as an absorption
edge. The different core states in an atom are commonly labeled according
to their principle quantum number and their spin-orbit split core levels, the
two factors which primarily affect their binding energy. The nomenclature
4Sometimes referred to as near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) or x-
ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), in order to distinguish from extended x-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS), which is used to extract information about the local
crystal structure rather than the local electronic structure.
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Edge Atom N (eV) Gd (eV)
K 1s 409.9 50,239
L1 2s 37.3 8,376
L2,3 2p 1
2
, 3
2
7,930; 7,243
M1 3s 1,881
M2,3 3p 1
2
, 3
2
1,688; 1,544
M4,5 3d 3
2
, 5
2
1,222; 1,190
N1 4s 379
N2,3 4p 1
2
, 3
2
286; 271
N4,5 4d 3
2
, 5
2
; 143
...
...
...
Table 4.1: Comparison of terms used to describe core levels in x-ray spec-
troscopy and atomic physics. Relevant binding energies for N and Gd are
shown. Values are from Ref. [66].
and typical electron binding energies for N and Gd are detailed in Table 4.1.
The XXS in this thesis was measured at either the N K-edge or at the Re
M4,5-edges (which we now refer to as the M-edge).
The absorption coefficient depends on the probability of transition of an
electron from a core level to unoccupied states in the conduction band (CB)
and can be calculated from the Fermi golden rule [63]
Pfi =
2pi
h¯
∣∣〈f |T1|i〉∣∣2ζf(E). (4.7)
Here, the transition probability, Pfi, from an initial state, |i〉, to a final state,
|f〉, depends on the density of final states, ζf(E), and the dipole operator,
T1.
In the soft x-ray region the dipole approximation is valid and gives rise
to the dipole selection rule — that the difference in the Azimuthal (orbital)
quantum number between the initial and final states is specified by lf −
li = ∆l = ±1.5 Thus the final state for XAS at the N K-edge will involve
5For multiplets, where the spin and orbital moments cannot be considered indepen-
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conduction band states that have N p character, and so N K-edge XAS
measures the N p-projected PDOS. XAS at the Re M-edge will involve final
states that have Re p or f character. For the rare-earths the M-edge XAS is
dominated by transitions to 4f levels, although it does not directly measure
the f -projected PDOS since multiplet effects are important.
In principle XAS can be measured in transmission mode by determin-
ing the ratio of the incident and transmitted x-ray intensities. However, for
our thin film samples the substrate renders this technique useless and indi-
rect methods are used. In our experiments the absorption was measured in
total electron yield (TEY) and total fluorescent yield (TFY) modes and nor-
malized to the incident beam intensity using standard techniques [63]. The
excited state generated by XAS can decay via several channels. Typically,
the relaxation is dominated by Auger or Coster-Kronig processes which re-
sult in the emission of large numbers of low energy electrons from the sample.
The number of electrons produced is proportional to the x-ray absorption,
allowing it to be measured practically. This is the TEY technique. It is
also possible for the electron relaxation to excite a photon from the sample.
Again, the flux of the x-rays emitted from the sample is proportional to the
absorption. Measuring the radiation by a channeltron electron multiplier
sensitive to x-rays allows the XAS to be measured by TFY [67]. In each case
the incident beam passes through a gold mesh which is also measured by
TEY. This allows the XAS to be corrected for the intensity of the incident
beam.
In the energy ranges of typical soft x-ray spectroscopy, photo-emitted
electrons generated in the TEY process generally originate from the surface
layer. On the other hand the emitted x-rays measured by TFY can be emitted
as far down as the x-ray penetration depth. This means that in a TFY
measurement most of the XAS signal originates from the bulk of the sample
so surface effects are less important. An added advantage is that since XAS
is atom specific, thin capping layers can be used so long as the capping layer
dently, the dipole selection rule is expressed as ∆J = ±1 and also ∆J = 0, if L 6= 0.
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does not contain the atom being interrogated.
XAS creates a core-hole that affects the potential of the atom so that
the resulting electronic structure is different to the ground state. In fact,
analysis of the dynamical many-body effects in model systems suggests that
the correct potential to use for the absorption includes the core-hole on the
absorbing atom, while for emission the correct potential is that without the
core-hole [68, 69]. This is known as the “final-state rule”. Other investiga-
tions have found that the best description is achieved somewhere between the
initial- and final-state rules and have suggested that it depends on whether
the system is metallic or insulating [70].
4.4.2 X-ray emission
As noted above, it is most likely for the core-hole created by XAS to be filled
by an electron cascade. However, there is a small probability (less than 1%
at the K-edge) that it is instead filled by a direct transition from a valence
band state. These transitions result in the emission of an x-ray, which can
be measured. The development of the Nordgren-type grazing incidence spec-
trometer revolutionized the field by making it practical to obtain an energy
resolved map of the emission intensity over the entire soft x-ray range [65, 71].
XES has the same advantage as TFY XAS, namely that x-rays can pen-
etrate the bulk, and can be measured through a thin capping layer. The key
disadvantage in XES is a direct result of the low XES yield. A long integra-
tion time, often up to an hour, is required to obtain a spectrum with a high
enough signal to noise ratio. There are few sources of external noise in the
soft x-ray regime, meaning that long integration times are generally not too
problematic. Even then, typical energy resolutions are at best 200 meV [65],
significantly worse than the resolutions achieved in x-ray photoemission spec-
troscopy.
The dipole selection rule (see above) also applies in XES and so N K-
edge XES measures the N p-projected PDOS of the occupied states. Thus,
a combination of N K-edge XES and XAS allows the direct measurement of
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the N p-projected PDOS occupied and unoccupied states.
4.4.3 Resonant x-ray emission
In XES the core-hole is created by using a photon energy much higher than
the absorption edge, essentially ionizing the atom. The resulting XES is
considered a separate event and is non-resonant. However, if the core elec-
tron is excited into an unoccupied band state close to the Fermi level, then
some fraction of the XES is resonant (RXES) and cannot be considered as
a separate process to the excitation. Instead the whole process is described
as a scattering event. The Kramers-Heisenberg formula describes both the
first order XES and second order RXES [72], where the RXES scattering
cross-section is given by [73]
dσ
dΩ
∝
∣∣∣∣∑
m
〈f |T1|m〉〈m|T1|i〉
Em − h¯ω − iΓm/2
∣∣∣∣
2
δ(Ef + h¯ω
′ − Ei − h¯ω). (4.8)
Here, the incident and emitted photon energies are h¯ω and h¯ω′, respectively.
The initial (ground) state, intermediate (core-hole, electron in CB) state,
and final (hole in VB, electron in CB) states are labelled as |i〉, |m〉 and |f〉,
respectively. The energies of the various electron states are given by Ex.
In this picture the final state differs from the initial state only in an
electron-hole pair that is present in the VB/CB. If the photon momentum is
assumed to be negligible, conservation of momentum implies that the electron
and hole must have the same crystal momentum — the resonant part of the
RXES is k-selective. Thus, while XAS and XES measure the PDOS across
the entire Brillouin zone, RXES can in principle be used to obtain information
about band dispersion. The nature of the resonant process means that this
holds only for weakly correlated systems and excitation energies close to the
absorption edge, where phonon and impurity scattering, which reduce the
resonant effect, are minimal.
RXES, as measured, contains both incoherent XES and a k-conserving
coherent contribution. In principle a full Kramers-Heisenberg treatment us-
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ing using the calculated band structures will produce spectra that reproduce
the experimental signal. In practice this is difficult to implement. Instead
it is customary to extract the coherent fraction (CRXES) by subtracting
as much of the XES from the RXES as possible, while ensuring that the
resulting spectrum is not at all negative.
In conjunction with XAS and a calculated band structure it is possible to
determine which conduction bands and which portion of the Brillouin zone
the incident photon excites core electrons to. The CRXES will be emitted
from valence bands in the same portion of the Brillouin zone. This is the
general recipe used to compare CRXES to band structure calculations in this
thesis.
4.4.4 X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) is another technique that can be
used to probe the occupied states of a crystalline material. XPS is essentially
the photoelectric effect in action and differs from XAS TEY at a fixed x-ray
energy only in that the kinetic energy of the emitted electron is resolved.
Using the simple relation between the energy of the emitted electron, E, the
incident photon energy, h¯ω, and the electron work function, φ,
E = h¯ω −Ek − φ, (4.9)
it is possible to determine the binding energy, Ek, of the electron in the sam-
ple. Since dipole selection rules do not affect photoemission, XPS measures
the total density of states (DOS) relative to the Fermi level of a sample (as
opposed to the PDOS measured in XXS). The ability to measure the DOS
gives XPS a significant advantage over XES when attempting to locate the
energy of occupied 4f levels.
In angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) the momentum
of the photo-electron is resolved, as well as its energy. This is achieved by
measuring the angle of the emitted electron relative to the sample surface,
which can be related to the crystal momentum. This allows a measurement of
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Material Lab XAS (eV) XES (eV)
K-edge M-edge K-edge
SmN B 0.2 0.4 0.4
EuN B - 0.4 -
GdN M 0.2 0.4 0.2
DyN B 0.2 - 0.4
LuN M 0.2 - 0.3
HfN M 0.2 - 0.4
ZnO B 0.2 - 0.37
Table 4.2: The experimental resolution of the various XXS measurements.
Measurements were performed at either Brookhaven (B) or MAXlab (M).
the energy and k-resolved DOS, allowing for direct comparison with electronic
band structure calculations. Experimental resolution is extremely good, with
energies resolved down to the order of 10 meV. The techniques of XPS and
ARPES are detailed in Ref. [74].
However, photoemission spectroscopy has a number of difficulties associ-
ated with it. The trajectory of an electron is modified by magnetic fields,
meaning measurements of magnetic samples are difficult. Also, because it is a
photoemission technique, the measurements are surface sensitive, insulating
samples are susceptible to charging, and capping layers cannot be used. For
these reasons XES and RXES are extremely useful, and sometimes superior,
complimentary techniques.
4.4.5 Experimental details
The energy resolutions of the XXS presented in this thesis are shown in
Table 4.2.
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Growth and Basic
Characterization
The problem of determining the electronic structure of a material through
experiment is intractable without a source of high-quality, well-characterized
samples. For the ReNs this is an open problem — there are few reports of the
growth of the materials in the literature, in bulk or thin film form, and fewer
still that are not plagued by the propensity of the ReNs to oxidize [12, 15,
38]. Research presented in this thesis has focused on two relatively similar
techniques for thin film growth: thermal evaporation deposition (TED), and
pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
The choice of growth technique is only one of many free parameters that
need to be tuned in order to optimize thin film growth. For example choice
of substrate, growth temperature, and nitrogen partial pressure are all very
important for producing a good ReN film. Also, since the ReNs react read-
ily with ambient atmosphere, any ex situ experiment requires a passivating
capping layer. This added constraint means any intended experiment must
also be considered when choosing substrate and capping layers. With these
considerations in mind many films have been produced and the best chosen
for this study.
Structural characterization provides essential feedback for tuning the pa-
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rameters involved in film growth. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) were both used extensively to deter-
mine the crystalline nature of the ReNs, and a combination of Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) was
used to determine the film stoichiometry to within ∼ 1 %.
The vast majority of work on film optimization has focused on GdN and
SmN but, due to the chemical similarity of the ReNs, the following results
are expected to generalize reasonably well across the series. Indeed this
has been demonstrated in a limited number of growths of DyN, ErN, and
LuN. The results show that it is possible to produce ReN thin films with
highly reproducable characteristics and variations that can be controlled by
choice of growth parameters. Significant progress has been made toward
the end goal of epitaxial single crystal thin films. TED films are found
to be stoichiometric within measurement uncertainties and polycrystalline
with crystallites of roughly 10 nm in diameter while PLD films are found
to grow epitaxially with large crystallites of roughly 30 nm and are also
stoichiometric.
5.1 Film Deposition Techniques
In binary alloys, like the ReNs, the art of thin film growth includes not
just finding the optimal method for depositing a homogenous epitaxial layer
on a substrate, but also tuning a number of parameters to encourage the
formation of a high purity compound in the required stoichiometry. Typical
nitride thin film growth techniques can be classified into three basic categories
defined by either the reaction of a metal with possibly excited nitrogen gas
(TED, PLD, MBE1); or reactions between sources of often volatile precursors
(CVD2, MOCVD3); or, simply, the ablation or evaporation of powders of the
1Molecular beam epitaxy
2Chemical vapour deposition
3Metalorganic CVD
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desired end material onto a substrate (TED, PLD). In all cases care must be
taken to minimize the inclusion of impurities, particularly oxygen. Usually
an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment is necessary.
Detailed investigations into the growth of thin ReN films have only re-
cently begun to appear in the literature. Largely they have examined GdN.
Leuenberger et al. reported growth of thin films of polycrystalline GdN,
although with more of a focus on electronic structure investigations than
growth optimization [39, 41]. More recently Gerlach et al. presented evi-
dence for epitaxial growth on MgO (001) by MBE [75], and a very recent
report has shown GdN (111) epitaxy on GaN (0001), also by MBE [76].
Below, we detail two growth methods based on the reaction of raw metal
with nitrogen — TED and PLD — and examine the key parameters that
affect film quality. For both growth techniques the target film thickness was
generally 200 nm.
5.1.1 Thermal evaporation deposition
TED is a UHV technique based on the evaporation of rare-earth metal in the
presence of N2 gas. To grow a film the UHV chamber is first pumped to a base
pressure of less than 10−8 mbar. The metal is then evaporated using either
an electron gun or thermal evaporator, and ultra-high purity N2 gas (6N) is
flowed through the system at a rate designed to mantain a partial pressure
of between 10−5 and 10−4 mbar. To further scrub the gas of potential oxygen
or water contaminants it is passed through an Aeronex Ni sponge filter. The
ReN growth rate, monitored by a piezoelectric quartz crystal monitor, is
maintained at a constant 1 A˚s−1 by a deposition rate controller. For all of
the TED samples described in this thesis no attempt was made to excite the
nitrogen gas, or heat the substrates, during the deposition process. Details
of the growth technique are found in the thesis by S. Granville [77] and in
Ref. [78]. The TED system has been used to grow polycrystalline thin films
of SmN, GdN, DyN, ErN, and LuN.
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5.1.2 Pulsed laser deposition
The PLD was done using the system maintained by S. Durbin et al. of Can-
terbury University. The system is based around a Lambda Physik Compex
205 KrF excimer laser operating at a wavelength of 248 nm. In general the
laser was pulsed at 10 Hz with a pulse length of 25 ns and a fluence of roughly
5 Jcm−2. The laser was used to ablate a 99.9 % pure rare-earth target in the
presence of ultra-high purity nitrogen gas (5N), maintained at pressures in
the same range as the TED system. The PLD technique is very similar to
TED in that the film is produced from a rare-earth metal source evaporated
in the presence of N2 gas.
The PLD system also has some significant advantages over the TED sys-
tem used in this study. In particular a RHEED system allows monitoring of
the in-plane crystal ordering and lattice constant during growth. Also, an
Oxford Applied Research RF plasma source, used to generate excited nitro-
gen species, is attached to the chamber. It was operated at powers ranging
from 120–400 W, before an optimum power of 200 W was determined. Fur-
ther, the substrate was held at temperatures ranging from 500–900◦C during
growth. These parameters were chosen based on prior experience with the
growth of other nitrides, in particular GaN [79]. Additionally a load-lock
allows fast sample turnaround.
On the other hand, the system is disadvantaged by the lack of a quartz
crystal monitor. To determine approximate growth rates either rare-earth
metal was ablated for a specific period of time and a thickness was obtained
by etching and subsequent profilometry, or RBS was used. From these tech-
niques an approximate growth rate of 1A˚/s was obtained. It is also noted
that the pulsed nature of the evaporation technique means that the flux rate
of the rare-earth at the substrate will not be constant and that large droplets
of metal can be ablated and incorporated into samples. The PLD system has
been used to grow SmN, GdN, LuN, and HfN.
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5.1.3 Substrates
For epitaxial growth of thin films it is important to have a compatible sub-
strate. In the case of wurtzite materials, like GaN, growth is generally
achieved by depositing a low temperature buffer layer on a sapphire or SiC
substrate [79]. Unlike most of the III-V semiconductors which bond cova-
lently, the ReNs are largely ionic and crystallize in the rocksalt (NaCl, Fm3m)
crystal structure. These differences mean that standard nitride growth tech-
niques will not necessarily be directly transferable to the growth of the ReNs.
Growth on Si is desirable, since there is a large amount of interest in inte-
grating spintronic devices with conventional Si based electronics. However, it
is believed that silicide formation at the interface prevents epitaxial growth
of GdN on silicon [80]. On the other hand a successful integration of EuO
on Si has been reported [81].
Other cubic substrates have been considered. A recent report provided
evidence for the epitaxial growth of GdN on MgO, which is perhaps surprising
considering the lattice mismatch of +18.7 % [75]. Another promising material
is yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ). Zirconia (ZrO2) is stable in the monoclinic
crystal structure at room temperature, but is found in the cubic crystal phase
at high temperatures. This phase can be stabilized at room temperature
by the addition of ytrria. YSZ has a lattice constant of 5.12 A˚, meaning
that lattice mismatches with the ReNs are at most 8 % (for LuN), and
are much lower for the ReNs that have seen the most interest (the GdN
lattice mismatch is less than 3 %). It is noted that both MgO and YSZ are
oxides, and that oxygen contamination is an important consideration in the
growth of nitrides. Indeed it has been shown that a YSZ substrate can cause
significant oxygen contamination of GdN due to the high mobility of oxygen
and nitrogen ions in YSZ, especially at temperatures above 600◦ C [82].
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Figure 5.1: XRD spectra of GdN thin films grown on YSZ by PLD. One film
is capped with YSZ (black line), while the other is not (red line). The GdN
(00n) peaks are labelled.
5.1.4 Capping layers
The ReNs react readily with the water and oxygen that is present in the
ambient atmosphere [15]. This means a passivating layer is essential if any
ex situ studies are to be attempted. An informed choice of capping layer (and
substrate) is important since it constrains the range of experiments that will
be possible with that film. To measure all of resistivity, magnetism, and
optical and x-ray spectra it is often necessary to produce a number of films
with the same growth parameters but different capping layers.
In our experiments GaN, AlN, Ag, Cr, MgF2, and YSZ have all been
used as capping layers. Ag, Cr, and MgF2 are simply evaporated, or ablated,
from an appropriate source. In the TED system GaN and AlN are grown in a
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similar manner to the ReNs, except that ion assisted deposition is required.4
In the PLD system AlN and YSZ have been ablated from targets. Both
GaN and YSZ increase the atmospheric lifetime of ReN films from minutes
to weeks. Both have significantly larger bandgaps than the ReNs and can be
grown with reasonable reliability. As a result they are used as the default
capping layers in the TED and PLD systems, respectively.
In all cases ex situ XRD measurements are used to investigate the ReN
crystal structure and the efficacy of the capping layer. Figure 5.1 shows the
XRD spectra of two GdN films produced with identical growth parameters.
In this case they were grown by PLD on a YSZ (001) substrate. For both
films strong (00n) substrate peaks are seen at 35.0◦ and 73.7◦. One of the
films was capped with YSZ, while the other was left uncapped. GdN has
a lattice constant of 4.99 A˚ which is slightly smaller than YSZ (5.12 A˚),
therefore the GdN (00n) peaks should be visible at a slightly higher angle
than the equivalent substrate peak. In Fig. 5.1 the GdN peak is seen only in
the capped film, highlighting the necessity of the capping layer.
The TED system allows the in situ measurement of the resistivity of
a film, as detailed in Section 4.1. Consistency between the temperature
dependent resistivity of films measured pre- and post-cap, and also ex situ,
acts as a second confirmation that the measured properties are intrinsic to
the film.
5.2 Structural Characterization
5.2.1 Stoichiometry
RBS and NRA indicate that the ReN films are stoichiometric, in the expected
1:1 ratio, to within the experimental resolution of approximately 1 %. This
resolution is too low to make any meaninful statements about the nitrogen
4It is noteworthy that activated nitrogen is essential for the growth of III-V semicon-
ductors, whereas the ReNs will grow in a passive nitrogen atmosphere.
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vacancy doping that is suspected to affect conduction. Thus, when we re-
fer to stoichiometry measured by RBS/NRA, we are refering to the coarse
stoichiometry of the film.
Hall effect measurements provide a more accurate estimation of the car-
rier concentration. Recent measurements show GdN films grown by PLD
are electron donor doped to degeneracy, with carrier concentrations of 4 ×
1020 cm−3 [82]. The donors are almost certainly nitrogen vacancies as shown
by others [41], and by the relationship between GdN conductivity and nitro-
gen partial pressure that is observed during film growth [78].
Simply looking at a film can provide valuable information. A film gener-
ally starts to degrade when the capping layer develops pinholes which allow
the atmosphere to attack the film. These are readily visible as they form. A
microscope image of a film can also provide information on large scale inho-
mogeneities. Figure 5.4 (b) shows a microscope image of a GdN film grown
by PLD. The dark areas are droplets of Gd metal with diameters on the
order of microns. These droplets are only seen in PLD films and are common
in films grown by ablation of a metal target. The implication is that while
large areas of the substrate are covered by epitaxial GdN the metallic Gd
phase must also be considered, especially in magnetization measurements.
5.2.2 XRD
Measured in the θ-2θ orientation, XRD provides information on the out-of-
plane crystal ordering of a sample. The out-of-plane data supplements that
obtained from RHEED (in Section 5.2.3), which provides information about
the in-plane crystal ordering. Nomenclature is important when switching
between these complimentary techniques. In this thesis the convention is
that for a substrate cut to expose the (001) face the out-of-plane direction is
[001] and the in-plane directions are [100] and [010]. Therefore peaks in the
XRD are labelled as (00n) [59].
Figure 5.2 shows XRD obtained from each of the ReNs grown by TED
and from GdN and HfN films grown by PLD. In each case more than one
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Figure 5.2: XRD spectra of ReN thin films. Top labels indicate substrate
peaks, bottom labels indicate ReN FCC peaks. The lattice constants and
average crystallite sizes extracted from these spectra are presented in Ta-
ble 5.1.
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ReN a (A˚) D (nm)
Expt (Pub) Theory (002) (111)
CeN (4.87) 4.90
PrN (5.17) 5.29
NdN (5.15) 5.24
PmN 5.19
SmN 5.050 (5.04) 5.10 25.7 27.9
EuN 5.030 (5.00) 5.14 - 19.0
4.963 16.1 16.4
GdN
4.990a
(4.98) 5.08
25.6 -
TbN (4.92) 5.05
DyN 4.885 (4.90) 5.08 15.5 18.2
HoN (4.87) 4.98
ErN 4.818 (4.83) 5.00 - 18.1
TmN (4.80) 4.90
YbN (4.78) 4.79
LuN 4.768 (4.76) 4.87 9.1 15.0
HfN 4.544 (4.52) 4.54 29.2 62.0
Table 5.1: Lattice constant and average crystallite size of each of the ReN
thin films in Fig. 5.2. Crystallite sizes were extracted from both (111) and
(002) peaks. Experimental [15, 83, 84] and theoretical [13, 42] reference
values for the lattice constant are also included.
aPLD sample.
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film has been produced; the spectra presented here are from films grown with
what are determined to be optimal parameters for achieving stoichiometric
film growth and large crystallite sizes. Table 5.1 shows the lattice constant
extracted from the (002) peak of each spectrum except for EuN and ErN. In
these two ReNs film growth is strongly textured along the (111) direction5
so the lattice constants are extracted from that peak instead. Also shown in
Table 5.1 are the average crystallite sizes extracted from the (111) and (002)
peaks.6 A value is omitted in cases where film is textured enough that the
relevant peak is not present.
As evidenced by the spectra, and by the crystallite sizes, films grown by
TED are either polycrystalline (SmN, GdN, DyN, LuN) or textured in the
[111] direction (EuN, ErN). The difference between the GdN films grown by
TED and PLD is striking. The TED film is polycrystalline while the PLD
film is heavily textured.
The TED GdN film in Fig. 5.2 was grown on Si (111), the PLD film on
YSZ (001). To eliminate the substrate as a variable, and to more closely
examine the differences between TED and PLD, thin films of GdN were
grown on YSZ (001) and a PLD film was deposited on YSZ (111). Figure 5.3
shows the XRD spectra. All films were capped with YSZ. A spectrum of a
clean YSZ (001) substrate is also shown for reference. The film grown by
TED on YSZ (001) shows a strong (111) peak and no sign of (00n) peaks,
5In other words the crystallites preferentially orient in the (111) direction. If the
crystallites orient randomly the films would be powder like.
6 The lattice constant, a, was extracted from the XRD using Bragg’s law
λ = 2d sin(θ), (5.1)
where λ = 1.5418× 10−10 m is the wavelength of the Cu Kα radiation used in the experi-
ment. The average crystallite size, D, was extracted using the Debye-Scherrer formula
D =
0.9× λ
β cos(θ)
, (5.2)
where β is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM, in units of 2θ), and θ is the position
of the peak in radians (i.e., half the 2θ position of the peak) [85].
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Figure 5.3: XRD spectra of GdN films grown on YSZ, and a reference YSZ
scan. The bump at 49◦ in the PLD GdN sample grown on YSZ (001) is
thought to be due to the YSZ capping layer.
indicating that the texturing observed in the PLD growth is not due to the
substrate alone, but also the growth technique. For the PLD films grown
on both YSZ (001) and YSZ (111) the off-plane peak is heavily attenuated,
providing evidence for epitaxial growth in the out-of-plane direction that is
complemented by RHEED measurements of in-plane epitaxy.
5.2.3 RHEED
RHEED provides important information about the in-plane ordering of films
during growth and allows for rapid fine tuning of growth parameters. A
RHEED image, taken in the [100] direction near the end of the growth of a
GdN film on YSZ (001), is shown in Figure 5.4 (a). The streaky lines indicate
a high degree of in-plane coherence. This, together with XRD (Fig. 5.3), pro-
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Figure 5.4: (a) RHEED image, and (b) microscope image of a GdN film
grown by PLD. Streaks on the RHEED image indicate a high degree of in-
plane ordering. Small black dots on the microscope image are droplets of
gadolinium metal.
vides strong evidence for the epitaxial growth of GdN by PLD. This evidence
is detailed in the paper by Ludbrook et al. [82].
Given that the XRD spectra of films grown by PLD show much more
evidence for epitaxy than those grown by TED, and that the RHEED con-
firms the epitaxial nature of the PLD films, it is important to understand
which parameter in the PLD system most strongly affects crystal quality.
A number of parameters were varied between growths and evaporation sys-
tems. In both systems the films were grown at a similar rate, with similar
base pressures. Also, nitrogen partial pressures were varied in both systems.
In the PLD system both substrate temperature and the power of the plasma
source, which provides activated nitrogen species, were varied. The growth
of both SmN and GdN was optimized by measuring RHEED quality as these
parameters were varied. It has been determined that substrate temperature
is the key driver of film quality, and that optimal growth temperatures are
500◦C and 800◦C, for SmN and GdN respectively.
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5.3 Considerations for X-ray Spectroscopy
X-ray spectroscopy of the nitrogen K-edge is a key technique for character-
izing the electronic band structure of nitrides and plays an important part
in this thesis. To conduct x-ray spectroscopy experiments it is necessary to
get a suitable film into the UHV system at a synchrotron. Two methods of
affecting this are considered: either grow a sample off-site and transport it to
the facility, or grow a film in situ. The latter is an attractive option for the
reactive ReNs because then capping layers do not need to be considered —
indeed, this is the technique used to obtain N K-edge spectra for SmN and
DyN (Section 7.5). However film growth in the confines of a typical sample
preparation chamber found at a synchrotron is difficult; it is harder to ob-
tain the parameters required for optimal film growth. In the case of GdN
the problem is complicated further by the high evaporation temperature of
Gd (∼ 1250◦C).
As a result it is desirable to find a capping layer that will allow a film
to survive ambient conditions over the extended period of time required to
transport it to the synchrotron, and that can either be removed once the film
is under vacuum, or allows the measurement to be carried out through the
capping layer. The requirement for N K-edge spectroscopy precludes the use
of GaN, or any other nitride, as a capping layer, since the N in the capping
layer will dominate the signal. Instead both Cr and YSZ are considered as
capping layers.
Cr is desirable since it is electrically conducting, is relatively easy to
sputter, and is considered x-ray neutral in the soft x-ray range. Its high
conductivity means XPS can be used to monitor the thickness of the capping
layer during sputtering, and that XAS using TEY should be possible through
a thin layer. However, it was found that Cr layers as thick as 100 nm were
required in order to protect the films for the requisite length of time, making
it difficult to completely sputter the layer. Large sputter times are required
to significantly thin a 100 nm layer, and after such a large sputter the surface
will be very rough. Worst of all it appears Cr reacts with the film. Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5: XES spectra of SmN grown in situ (black circles) and capped
with Cr (red circles). An elastic peak is visible at 401 eV in the in situ
spectrum.
shows the XES spectra of a SmN sample grown in situ, and a sample grown
by PLD and capped with Cr. The differences between the two spectra imply
that the Cr significantly affects the signal, probably by forming a CrN layer
at the interface. This finding may explain the differences between the GdN
K-edge XAS reported by Leuenberger et al. [41] and the data presented in
Section 6.7. A detailed study of the interaction of Cr capping layers with
ReNs is necessary before they can be considered again as capping layers for
N K-edge spectroscopy.
The insulating nature of YSZ means that any photoemission experiment
will be difficult. However photon-in–photon-out techniques can be used. In
this case both XES and XAS (using TFY or PFY) are possible, so long as
the x-ray penetration depth is larger than the capping layer thickness. Thin
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films of GdN and LuN, grown by PLD and capped with YSZ were successfully
used to make XXS measurements. The droplets seen in PLD films should
not significantly affect measurements since N K-edge spectroscopy measures
the local p-projected PDOS around N sites; the majority of N sites are far
away from Gd droplets.
5.4 Conclusion
Thin films of SmN, EuN, GdN, DyN, ErN, LuN, and HfN have all been pro-
duced using TED or PLD. RBS, NRA, and Hall effect experiments indicate
that the films are stoichiometric and XRD shows that all films have the sim-
ple cubic FCC structure with expected lattice constants. RHEED studies of
GdN grown by PLD provide evidence for epitaxial growth on YSZ substrates.
YSZ was found to be a promising capping layer for measuring XXS by TFY,
while Cr was proved to form a CrN interface which interferes with N K-edge
spectroscopy. The films are judged to be of high enough quality to make
significant progress with electronic structure investigations.
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GdN
6.1 Motivation
GdN is the most studied of the ReNs, as evidenced by the literature [12, 13,
38, 41]. GdN has the highest TC of all the ReNs meaning that experimental
investigations of the magnetically ordered ground state are easier, and po-
tential applications more likely. Further, the absence of orbital moment in
the ground state of the Gd3+ ion greatly simplifies magnetic characterization
and band structure calculations where the main challenge lies in accurately
incorporating the localized 4f orbitals. Additionally, GdN has the the same
crystal structure as EuO and both Eu2+ and Gd3+ share the same 8S7/2
ground state. Although EuO has received somewhat more attention than
the GdN they both have very similar predicted and observed properties [86].
As a point of difference the GdN band structure is much more similar to con-
ventional semiconductors. The GdN VBM consists of dispersive N 2p states,
while EuO has a flat VBM that is largely 4f in character.
A number of theoretical studies have been devoted to GdN and the Gd
pnictides. The nature of the ground state electronic and magnetic structure
have both come under scrutiny. Calculations have at times labelled GdN as
a half-metal [36, 37, 87], although with experimental confirmation LSDA+U
and GW calculations are converging on agreement that it is a semiconduc-
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tor [13, 53, 88]. The anti-ferromagnetic nature of the other Gd pnictides is
well understood, with the large TC of GdN now considered an important
challenge to theory [89].
There are few modern experimental electronic structure investigations
reported in the literature. Li et al. investigated the magnetic properties of
GdN [31] and a recent report on MBE growth provided evidence of epitax-
ial growth, but did not describe the films electronic properties [75]. The
most comprehensive investigation of the electronic structure thus far was
reported by Leuenberger et al. [39, 41, 40]. They present resistivity, mag-
netization and x-ray spectroscopy data and observe striking changes in the
magnetoresistance below TC , which is likely due to a shift in the electronic
band structure caused by the phase transition. Still, a number of questions
remain both about quality of previous reports and, more fundamentally, in
the underpinnings of the electronic structure. For example, the size of the
band-gap, the size of the exchange splitting, and the energetic location of
the localized 4f orbitals must all be elucidated in order to tune theoretical
calculations.
Thin films of GdN have been grown by both TED and PLD. Their struc-
tural characterization is detailed in Chapter 5. In this chapter we probe
their electronic structure. Temperature dependent resistivity, magnetization,
and optical transmission are used to determine that GdN is a ferromagnetic
semiconductor in the ground state and is also semiconducting above the fer-
romagnetic transition temperature of about 68 K. The absorption edges ob-
tained from optical transmission data are used to tune LSDA+U based band
structure calculations. XAS, RXES and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) measurements are all shown to be in strong agreement with the
tuned theoretical predictions. The result is a comprehensive picture of the
electronic structure of GdN.
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Figure 6.1: Resistivity as a function of temperature for representative GdN
samples. In each case the peak in the resistivity coincides with the ferro-
magnetic ordering temperature. The label indicates the N2 partial pressure
during TED growths.
6.2 Transport
Figure 6.1 shows the resistivity of selected GdN samples as a function of
temperature. Three of the samples were grown by TED and one by PLD.
The variation between the TED films was obtained by using different nitrogen
partial pressures during growth. The film with the highest resistivity was
grown in a nitrogen partial pressure of about 4 × 10−4 mbar compared to
2× 10−5 mbar for the TED film with the lowest resistivity. The sample with
the highest resistance is quite clearly semiconducting, while the sample with
the lowest resistance — the PLD sample — almost appears to be metallic
in that it has a resistivity of roughly 2 × 10−4 Ωcm. However, even for this
sample, the absolute size of the ambient temperature resistivity is too large
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for a material that is intrinsically metallic, or semimetallic [90]. Instead the
sample is likely a semiconductor that has been doped to degeneracy. The
heavy doping is almost certainly a result of nitrogen vacancies as proved by
the inverse dependence of sample conductivity on growth pressure, and also
recent Hall effect measurements [41, 78, 82]. The rather large change in the
resistivity at the ordering temperature of the PLD sample, relative to the
TED sample with the most similar resistivity, is not well understood and
will require further investigation.
Considering the temperature dependence from 75–300 K, the resistivity
of the TED samples decreases in a manner typical of a semiconductor while
the positive temperature coefficient of resistance seen in the PLD sample is
typical of a degenerately doped semiconductor. For the three samples that
show a semiconducting behaviour any activation energy obtained from an
Arrhenius type fit of the data is small (on the order of 10 meV for even
the highest resistivity sample), many orders of magnitude smaller than the
calculated gap, indicating that even the sample with the highest resistivity
is still heavily doped.
All samples show a peak in the resistivity at a temperature between 50 and
70 K. This effect, attributed to changes in the band structure as the material
transitions to the ferromagnetic ground state (see Section 6.4), was observed
in GdN by Leuenberger et al. [41], and has also been seen in EuO [86]. For the
two samples with higher resistivity the resistance reaches a minimum as the
temperature is decreased to 25 K before beginning to increase rapidly again.
Thus it is concluded that GdN is an intrinsic semiconductor in the ground
state, in disagreement with the observation by Leuenberger et al. in [41]. In
that paper they offer two possible causes for their observation of a metallic
ground state: an intrinsic semiconductor-metal transition, or a transition due
to the spin-split conduction band crossing the high concentration of donor
impurity levels that may be present. The second explanation is more likely.
It is important to note that extrinsic effects can cause a metallic sample
to appear semiconducting. In particular insulating grain boundaries can
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make an intrinsic metal appear semiconducting. If this were the case then
the measured resistivity should vary as a function of the average crystallite
size. In fact the resistivity of the TED samples grown with different N2 base
pressures varies by over four orders of magnitude, while the crystallites do not
noticeably differ in size. Further evidence for the intrinsic semiconducting
nature of GdN is gained by the lack of a Drude peak in optical transmission
measurements, presented in Section 6.5.
6.3 Magnetism
Magnetization data were obtained from films grown by both TED and PLD.
Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) show temperature- and field-dependent magnetiza-
tion, respectively. In both cases the external magnetic field was aligned
in-plane. The temperature dependent magnetization shows both ZFC and
FC curves and the applied field was 0.05 T and 0.01 T for the TED and
PLD films, respectively. The field dependent hysteresis loops were taken at
a temperature of 5 K.
The magnetization, in Bohr magnetons per gadolinium ion (µB/Gd), was
calculated from the measured magnetization in electromagnetic units (emu).
For the TED sample, where the volume of the film was known from RBS, a di-
rect conversion was done. The resulting saturation moment, 6.4±0.6 µB/Gd
at 6 T, is in agreement with the moment of 7.0 µB/Gd expected for the low-
est energy Gd3+ multiplet. For the PLD film, which saturates very easily,
but for which the exact film thickness was unknown, the magnetization was
normalized on the assumption that the saturation moment is 7.0 µB/Gd.
1
Turning to the temperature dependent data first, both films show the
qualitative features of a ferromagnet and in both cases a Curie-Weiss fit to
the magnetic response above 100 K gives a transition temperature of close
1This was proved reasonable by extracting the volume of the sample from the calibrated
moment. For a sample area of 10−5 m2 (2 mm × 5 mm) the extracted film thickness is
200 nm, consistent with the measured thickness of similar films.
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Figure 6.2: Magnetization of GdN as a function of (a) temperature, and (b)
applied field. Films grown by TED (black squares) and PLD (red circles) are
shown. The temperature dependent data were obtained with the TED and
PLD films in applied fields of 0.05 T and 0.01 T, respectively.
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to 70 K. For both samples the magnetization, taken in an applied field on
the order of tens of mT, increases rapidly below 70 K. Comparing the films,
the upturn of the PLD sample is significantly sharper, indicating a more
homogeneous film.
The maximum moments at low temperature are roughly 4 and 6 µB/Gd
for the TED and PLD films, respectively, significantly less than the saturation
moment of 7.0 µB/Gd. This is explained by considering the field dependent
data, in Fig. 6.2 (b), which was taken at 5 K. Both films show hysteresis
and saturation. From the hysteresis, coercive fields of 0.022 T and 0.001 T
and remanences of 2.74 µB/Gd and 5.02 µB/Gd are extracted for the TED
and PLD films, respectively. At an applied field of 0.05 T the TED film has
a moment of roughly 4 µB/Gd and at 0.01 T the PLD film has a moment
of 6 µB/Gd. This is in excellent agreement with the moments seen in the
temperature dependent data.
The relatively high TC and small coercive fields of these films are as ex-
pected for O-free GdN from previous experiments [78, 39], although recent
theoretical results have raised some question about the nature of ferromag-
netism in GdN [91, 92]. In the case of the PLD film the coercive field of just
0.001 T is lower than any previously reported. A strong correlation between
increasing crystallite size and decreasing coercive field is detailed in Ref. [82].
In the rare-earths, where coupling to the crystal field is often weak [13, 93],
and in GdN in particular, where the half-filled 4f shell has no orbital mo-
ment, it is likely that the coercivity is largely related to shape anisotropy
introduced by small crystallites.
6.4 Transport and Magnetism
We now turn to a combined analysis of a GdN film grown by TED. Figure 6.3
shows the resistivity and magnetization of the film measured as a function
of temperature. The qualitative features are the same as described above.
Of interest is the fact that the resistivity peaks at 68 K, coinciding with
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Figure 6.3: Resistivity (black squares) and magnetization (red circles) mea-
sured as a function of temperature.
the ferromagnetic transition temperature. This strongly suggests that the
change in resistivity is effected by the ferromagnetic transition — there is a
link between electronic and magnetic properties, as desired for spintronic ap-
plications. The size of the drop in resistivity (roughly 50 %) is less than seen
in other magnetoresistive systems, like EuO [81], but too large to be due to a
reduction in magnetic scattering alone. From the low temperature resistivity
data it is apparent that GdN is semiconducting in the ferromagnetic ground
state, but with a smaller gap than at ambient temperature.
A qualitative explanation for the experimental data can be obtained by
considering the splitting of the majority- and minority-spin states in the fer-
romagnetic ground state. Calculations show that the direction of the split-
ting is opposite for occupied and unoccupied states ([54], see Fig. 6.5 below).
Since the Gd 4f moments are randomly oriented in the paramagnetic state
the majority and minority bands are effectively “averaged” (see Section 6.5),
implying that the majority gap narrows in a transition to the ferromagnetic
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Figure 6.4: Optical transmission as a function of incident light energy for a
GdN sample at different temperatures. A clear absorption edge is seen near
1 eV in each case.
state [94], and that transitions at the absorption edge are between majority
spin bands. As mentioned above, sample conductivity is most likely medi-
ated by defect states in the gap. If the separation between these states and
the CBM scales with the intrinsic gap then the experimental results are as
expected.
6.5 Optical Transmission
Further evidence for the above interpretation — that GdN is semiconduct-
ing in both the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states, and that majority-
minority band splitting in the ferromagnetic state leads to a decrease in
the effective gap size — along with a measurement of the absolute size of
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the gap was obtained from optical transmission measurements. The energy-
dependent transmission data was obtained by FTIR spectroscopy of a film
grown by TED and capped with GaN. Figure 6.4 shows the transmittance at
6, 75, and 300 K. All scans show clear absorption edges near 1 eV. Below the
edge, transmittance is flat except for interference fringes caused by the GaN
and GdN layers (substrate interference fringes with a periodicity of about
6 cm−1 have been smoothed out of the data). There is no evidence in these
samples for a Drude response that would indicate a high concentration of
free carriers.
By extrapolating the transmission below the edge, and from the inflection
point on the edge, the 300 K data was estimated to have an optical gap of
1.31± 0.03 eV. At 75 K (immediately above TC) there is little change in the
transmittance relative to the 300 K data, showing only small changes in the
interference pattern attributed to thermal contraction and the temperature
dependence of the optical constants in the film and substrate. Most impor-
tantly the interband edge is at the same energy. In contrast at 6 K, in the
ferromagnetic ground state, there are significant changes in the magnitude
of the subgap transmission, and in the position of the edge. The original
absorption edge is somewhat attenuated and a very clear shoulder extends
to a new edge at lower energy. Using the same extrapolation technique the
edge is found to be at 0.90± 0.03 eV. Reduced transmission below the edge
is attributed to increased reflectivity caused by a higher refractive index due
to the narrower gap.
By assuming that transmission is proportional to T0e
−ηd, where T0 is the
transmission in the subgap region, and d is the film thickness, it is possible
to estimate η, the absorption coefficient. Above the gap the absorption co-
efficient rises steeply to over 104 cm−1. Such strong absorption is typical of
interband direct transitions, orders of magnitude larger than seen in indirect
transitions.
An early study by Busch et al. [17], based on diffuse reflection measure-
ments of powder samples, saw some evidence for an optical gap at 0.98 eV. It
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is interesting that the same paper reported what was regarded as anomalous
optical data on one sample of GdN, apparently with a lower-than-typical N
deficiency and thus weaker free carrier absorption, in which the diffuse ab-
sorption showed an onset close to that reported here. The paper also made
the claim that there was no shift of the edge in the ferromagnetic phase, but
that the subgap absorption increased significantly. Although no low temper-
ature data were presented, that description suggests a behaviour similar to
the present results, except that the data were apparently not extended to
the red-shifted edge.
More recently there has been a report of band shifts in GdN observed in
XAS taken at the Gd L-edge [40]. The DOS at the Gd L2 edge was seen
to red-shift by a few hundred meV in the ferromagnetic state. Those data
measure the peak in the CB DOS relative to the Gd 2p1/2 core level, so they
are not directly comparable to the present interband data. However, it is
interesting that the red-shift is of very similar magnitude to the interband
edge red-shift reported here.
The data presented here provides strong evidence that GdN is an intrin-
sic semiconductor, and has optical (direct) band-gaps of 1.3 eV and 0.9 eV
in the room temperature paramagnetic and ferromagnetic ground states, re-
spectively.
6.6 Band Structure
By now we have a picture of GdN as a semiconductor, with a ferromagnetic
semiconducting ground state. Additionally, the low temperature decrease of
both the activation energy in the transport data and of the absorption edge in
the optical transmittance data suggest that the band-gap is narrower in the
ferromagnetic ground state. These results can be used to guide theoretical
calculations.
In a calculation that follows directly from the work of Larson et al. [13]
we have used DFT with the LSDA+U approximation to determine the band
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Figure 6.5: LSDA+U band structure and DOS calculated with Ud = 8.0 eV
and Uf = 9.2 eV. Majority- (black lines) and minority-spin (red lines) bands
are isolated.
structure of GdN. An overview of the DFT is provided in Section 3.2, and
details of the computational framework can be found in Section 3.4. The best
available data for the position of the 4f orbitals were considered in Ref. [13],
therefore the same Hubbard-Uf parameters are used in the present calcula-
tions (Uf = 9.20 eV and Jf = 1.20 eV). With Ud set to zero (no gap correc-
tion) GdN is found to be a half-semimetal (a semimetal in the majority states
only) and is in principle a conductor with perfect spin-polarization [89]. On
the other hand a positive Ud value results in a semiconducting band structure
and, with careful tuning, excellent agreement with the optical transmission
data is obtained [94].
Figure 6.5 shows the GdN spin-resolved band structure plotted along
directions of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone, and the corresponding
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DOS. The zero of energy is set to be at the VBM, above which there is a
clear gap before the CBM. The VBM is at Γ and the CBM at X, therefore
GdN is an indirect semiconductor. The smallest direct gap, which should
correspond to the optical absorption edge, is found at X. As expected for a
ferromagnetic material, the majority- and minority-spin bands are spin-split
due to the exchange interaction with the spin-polarized 4f levels.2 Relative
to the minority bands, the occupied majority bands are at a higher energy
and the unoccupied majority bands are at a lower energy. This means that
both the indirect and direct minority gaps are significantly larger than the
majority gaps.
To compare with optical transmission data we measure the size of the
direct gap at X. For a first approximation between theory and experiment,
we assume the gap in the ferromagnetic state is given by the majority gap,
and in the paramagnetic state by the average of the majority and minority
gaps. This is justifiable since in the high temperature state spins should not
be ordered. In a remarkable agreement between theory and experiment we
find that a choice of Ud = 8.0 eV leads to a majority-spin gap of 0.91 eV and
an average gap of 1.30 eV.
It is important to consider whether the representation of bands in the
paramagnetic state as the average of the spin-resolved bands is realistic.
Ref. [94] details two calculations designed to test this. The calculations
were performed on a 32 atom supercell using a noncollinear code that allows
the moments of each of the 4f orbitals to be aligned in different directions.
The spins of the 16 Gd atoms were first ferromagnetically aligned, and then
noncollinear randomly aligned. The ferromagnetic calculation was necessary
as a control since the framework for the noncollinear calculation is not as
well tested as the standard LDSA+U calculation. In the ferromagnetic non-
collinear calculation the average of the spin up and spin down direct gaps
was 1.35 eV. This is sufficiently similar to the LSDA+U calculation (where
2Fig. 6.5 does not show the seven occupied 4f bands, which are located at roughly 8 eV
below the VBM. The unoccupied 4f bands, can be seen at roughly 5 eV.
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the average direct gap was 1.30 eV) that we can trust the noncollinear code.
In the calculation where the 4f moments are randomly aligned, the direct
gap was 1.30 eV, only 0.05 eV less than the ferromagnetic calculation. In
fact the discrepancy can be attributed to the finite supercell size in the non-
collinear calculation — the residual magnetic moment of the randomly ori-
ented spins was 1.44 µB/Gd. Therefore the heuristic of averaging the spins of
the LSDA+U calculation estimate the paramagnetic direct gap seems plau-
sible. We conclude that GdN is an indirect semiconductor with an indirect
gap of 0.43 eV (0.98 eV) in the ferromagnetic (paramagnetic) state.
6.7 X-ray Spectroscopy
X-ray spectroscopy was performed on a GdN sample grown by PLD and
capped with YSZ. Experimental details are described in Section 4.4. The
PLD samples were chosen for the technical reasons detailed in Section 5.3
and are known to contain Gd droplets and more nitrogen defects than the
TED samples, from which the optical band gap was extracted. The perti-
nent differences in their transport and magnetic properties are discussed in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3. However, by definition, spectroscopy at the N K-edge
measures the local electronic structure around nitrogen sites. Thus there is
good reason to believe defect states, in the concentrations observed for the
PLD sample, will have minimal impact on spectra.
6.7.1 XAS and XES
Figure 6.6 shows the GdN N K-edge XES and XAS. The XES is due to the
N 2p bands that form the upper VB. A shoulder on the low energy side of
the peak is more clearly resolved than in the SmN and DyN XES we have
previously reported [95], which we attribute to the superior crystalline quality
of the GdN sample used in the present study. The XAS signal measures the
N p-projected PDOS of the CB, which can largely be interpreted as the p
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Figure 6.6: N K-edge XES (solid circles) and XAS (empty circles). Also
shown is the calculated PDOS. Both the standard PDOS (black line), and a
core-hole calculation (dashed blue line) are shown. The coherent fraction of
each RXES scan is shown at the excitation energy used to generate it (red
squares).
component of the tails of the 5d and 6s orbitals overlapping onto the N sites.
In GdN the occupied Gd 4f bands are calculated to sit roughly 8 eV below
the VBM. The occupied Zn 3d bands in ZnO are in a similar position; we
recently reported evidence for the observation of O 2p–Zn 3d hybridization
in XES [96] but see no evidence for a similar effect here. The Gd 4f levels
seem to behave very much as core levels, as is confirmed by the Gd M-edge
XAS in Section 6.7.3.
The experimental spectra are compared with PDOS extracted from the
LSDA+U calculation detailed above. For comparison to the room tempera-
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ture experimental data (well above the ferromagnetic transition temperature)
the PDOS is an average of the contributions from both spin orientations. The
PDOS has been rigidly shifted so that the main VB peak matches with ex-
periment. This yields excellent agreement with the XES, accurately locating
the main peak and the lower energy shoulder.
Analysis of the XAS is complicated by the presence of a core-hole in
the final state. We include in Fig. 6.6 the PDOS of the unoccupied states
obtained from a core-hole calculation. The single improvement compared
with experiment seems to be the appearance of a small peak at 398.2 eV,
consistent with the shoulder seen in the XAS. However, compared with the
ground state PDOS there are no big shifts. The main change seems to be in
the peaks at around 406 eV; in the core-hole calculation these are strongly
attenuated. This is also the main effect observed in core-hole calculations for
SmN and DyN in Section 7.5 and Ref. [95].
It is interesting to note that no core-hole shift to the ground state PDOS
is necessary to obtain energetic agreement with the main XAS peaks, and
that the 405 eV peak does not appear to be strongly attenuated. Since the
core-hole shift has been shown to be important in similar experiments on
many other materials [97], it is important to consider why it is not observed
here. We note the high n-type conductivity of the sample (∼ 1020 cm−3 [82]).
It may be that the carriers screen the core-hole potential from the largely
Gd 5d and 6s conduction band states.
6.7.2 RXES
As described in Section 4.4.3, the coherent fraction of RXES can be used
to interrogate specific regions of the band structure. Figure 6.7 (a) shows
RXES obtained at a number of excitation energies. The excitation energy
of each spectrum is labelled and is also indicated by the bars on Figs. 6.6
and 6.8. For RXES obtained with excitation energies below 405.0 eV there
is a clear evolution in the spectra, including shifts in the main peak energy
and changes in the intensity of the tail near 391.0 eV. On the other hand the
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Figure 6.7: (a) RXES spectra (solid circles) taken at a number of incident
energies (labelled). The result of subtracting the 425.0 eV RXES from the
405.0 eV RXES (blue circles) and the N p-projected PDOS (solid line) are
also shown. (b) The coherent fraction RXES (solid circles). Labels indicate
the excitation energy, and also the coherent contribution.
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highest energy spectrum (425.0 eV) is far enough from the absorption edge
that it is considered (incoherent) XES.
Typically the coherent part of RXES (CRXES) is obtained by subtracting
as much of the XES from a spectrum as possible while ensuring that no part
of the resulting spectrum drops below zero [72]. However, in the 425.0 eV
spectrum an anomalous contribution to the signal appears on the high energy
side of the XES, meaning that the conventional approach will not work.
Instead the 405.0 eV RXES spectrum is used as the XES. This is proved
reasonable by subtracting the 405.0 eV RXES from the 425.0 eV XES. The
difference is shown along with the RXES in Fig. 6.7 (a). It is clear that the
405.0 eV and 425.0 eV XES are similar, except for the high energy anomaly.
It is interesting to consider where the band-tailing on the 425.0 eV XES
could come from. One possibility is that a high density of defect states in
the gap begins to contribute intensity to the signal. However, it is difficult
to understand why this signal would be so heavily dependent on excitation
energy. Another possibility is that the signal comes from an external source.
The GdN film was passivated with a YSZ capping layer, through which the
measurements were made. Emission due to relaxation from valence states
into the zirconium M1 core-hole, which has a binding energy of 430.3 eV [66],
could be the source.
Figure 6.7 (b) shows the CRXES obtained as a result of the XES sub-
traction. The 396.0, 398.0, 400.4, and 402.8 eV CRXES (now referred to as
C396.0, C398.0, C400.4, and C402.8, respectively) all show substantial differences
from the XES. Briefly, C396.0 shows added weight to the peak at 393 eV while
the C398.0 has an enhanced signal at 392.4 eV, and also some extra intensity
near 391 eV. C400.4 has the strongest coherent component and contains weight
from all three peaks. Meanwhile, the 402.8 eV RXES is very similar to the
XES, as evidenced by C402.8, which is very weak.
As described in Section 4.4.3, simple descriptions of RXES assume that
electron-phonon and electron-electron scattering will increase with excita-
tion energy and weaken the coherent contribution to the scattering [72]. The
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strength of the GdN coherent contribution is calculated by integrating over
each CRXES spectrum and dividing by the integrated XES; the labels in
Fig. 6.7 (b) indicate the extracted value. The contribution does not decrease
monotonically. In fact it was shown by Strocov et al. [97] that the coherent
contribution in GaN scales with XAS intensity. The normalized GdN coher-
ent contribution is plotted in Fig. 6.6, where similar scaling with the XAS is
observed.
The variation of the CRXES can be fully described by the Kramers-
Heisenberg formula within an energy band model [72, 98], as seen for the Be
chalcogenides by Eich et al. [99] and CdS by Weinhardt et al. [100]. However,
to a first approximation the shifts in the CRXES can be understood directly
from the calculated band dispersion using the conservation of electron mo-
mentum, as shown for GdN by Strocov et al. [97] and ZnO by Preston et
al. [96].
Figure 6.8 shows the calculated band structure of GdN on the left, and the
N p-projected PDOS overlaid with the XAS on the right. The horizontal bars
on the XAS indicate the CRXES excitation energies. The vertical bars on the
band structure indicate the relative strength of the N p character along each
band. For example the large bars on the valence bands highlight their strong
N p-like character. On the other hand the calculation shows that between
Γ and X the highly dispersive bands that form the CBM have almost no
p-like character. The CRXES is k-conserving, therefore it is expected that
emission will be restricted to areas of the Brillouin zone that have strong
p-like character at the energy of the incident light. This means that any
CRXES from x-rays incident with an energy of 398.5 eV or less will access
states only between X and W.
C396.0 has an excitation energy of 396.0 eV, and thus represents emission
from states near X. The valence bands in this region are constrained to a
narrow region close to the VBM, fully consistent with the increase in intensity
on the high energy side of C396.0. Likewise, the observed C398.0 shifts are
understood to be due to emission from close to W where, relative to C396.0, the
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Figure 6.8: Calculated GdN band structure, resolved into majority- (black)
and minority-spins (red); vertical bars indicate p-like character of the band.
Right: Calculated PDOS (lines) and XAS (open circles); horizontal bars
indicate RXES excitation energies.
valence bands have dispersed to lower energy. At 400.4 eV there is strong p-
like character along W-L-Γ. Near L the valence band has contributions down
to 390.5 eV and this is reflected in the intensity on the low energy side of the
C400.4 spectrum. The intensity observed on the high energy side is attributed
to the p character of the bands near Γ. The agreement between experiment
and theory at this excitation energy allow us to confidently assign the area
around L as the part of the Brillouin zone from which the main XAS peak
originates. At 402.8 eV relatively little p-like character is observed; weak
contributions seem to be evenly distributed across the band structure. This
is consistent with the very small coherent fraction extracted from C402.8.
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Figure 6.9: Gd M-edge XAS (symbols) compared with theory (solid line).
The similarity between theory and experiment highlights the atomic-like na-
ture of the 4f orbitals.
6.7.3 Gd M-edge
XAS at the Gd M-edge was also obtained. Figure 6.9 shows the spectrum.
The result of an atomic multiplet calculation, detailed in Section 3.1, is also
shown in the figure. Excellent agreement is seen with experiment indicating
that the majority of the Gd 4f wavefunctions are on the Gd sites. To account
for screening in atomic calculations it is common to scale the electrostatic
and exchange parameters to roughly 80 % of their value as calculated by the
HFA (see Section 3.3.1) in order to reach best agreement with experiment.
The precise values used in the calculations in this thesis are tabulated in
Ref. [47].
It is noted in Section 3.4.1 that the Uf and Jf parameters used in the
LSDA+U calculation are strongly related to the Coulomb integrals obtained
from HFA calculations. In Ref [13] Larson et al. used published XPS and
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Bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) of the Gd pnictides to exper-
imentally determine Uf = 0.3F
0. On the other hand Jf was calculated using
Equation 3.26 and unscreened values for the Slater-Coulomb integrals. Given
the superior agreement of the 80% screened values with the Gd M-edge XAS
it makes sense to alter Jf to a screened value. In that case Jf = 0.96 eV (cf.,
Jf = 1.20 eV in Ref. [13]).
Recalculating the GdN band structure with this new value does not signif-
icantly alter the result. This is because Jf determines the splitting between
various occupied states and in the half-filled shell of Gd these states are de-
generate. Still, screening of the HFA values should be considered in future
numerical band structure studies based on the LSDA+U framework.
6.8 Conclusion and Outlook
Together, the transport, magnetization, optical transmission, and x-ray spec-
troscopy data paint a cohesive picture of GdN as a semiconductor with a
ferromagnetic ground state. Evidence for spin-splitting of the bands in the
ferromagnetic state has been observed in the transport and optical transmis-
sion measurements. A tuned LSDA+U calculation accurately predicts each
of the experimental results.
The N K-edge XXS is also in agreement with the calculation. RXES
measurements provide experimental evidence for the calculated dispersion at
the CBM and locate the main XAS peak at L. This confirms that the cal-
culation correctly locates the Gd 5d and N 2p bands and accurately predicts
the crystal field splitting of the 5d bands.
A remaining question is the location of the Gd 4f levels, occupied and
unoccupied. The atomic-like nature of the orbitals, which persists in the
nitride, implies that they do not overlap significantly with N 2p orbitals.
This likely is why the 2p – 4f hybrid is not observed in the N K-edge.
Figure 6.10 shows the orbitally resolved PDOS of GdN, including the Gd f -
and d-, and N p-projected PDOS. Although the hybridization between the
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Figure 6.10: Calculated GdN PDOS. The Gd d- (black) and Gd f - (red),
and N p-projected (green) PDOS are shown.
Gd 5d and 4f orbitals is not huge, it is much stronger than between N 2p
and Gd 4f . Although multiplet effects complicate analysis of the p–d dipole
transition it may be possible to obtain information on the energetic location
of the unoccupied Gd 4f levels from experiments at the Gd L2,3-, M2,3-, or
N2,3-edges. While some XAS at the L2,3-edge has been reported [40], the large
energy of the transition (∼ 7, 200 eV) means the resolution is not good. The
N2,3-edges are located at ∼ 280 eV (see Table 4.1), an energy that is easily
accessible by high resolution soft x-ray spectroscopy. Further experiments at
this edge are desirable.
Beyond that, additional determinations of the electronic structure depend
heavily on advances leading to the growth of high quality single crystals. This
is essential for ARPES measurements that can be used to fully determine the
k-resolved valence band.
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SmN and DyN
7.1 Motivation
We turn now to the study of SmN and DyN, where the rare-earth ion contains
two fewer and two more 4f electrons than Gd, respectively. Relative to
GdN the other ReNs have received far less attention, both theoretically and
experimentally. Theoretical investigations have generally placed SmN as a
half-metal and DyN as a semiconductor [36, 13]. In both of these calculations
SmN is determined to have a near-zero magnetic moment due to cancellation
between the spin and orbital components, although little is said of the energy
differences between the antiferro- and ferro-magnetic ordered states.
There is little experimental work in the literature, and most of it is de-
tailed in review articles by Hulliger [15] and Duan et al. [38]. Briefly, no data
for thin films of either SmN or DyN exist, and the only data for bulk crystals
are plagued by oxidization issues. Reports have generally pinned SmN as an
antiferromagnet with a TC below 20 K [30, 29, 16, 15] although it is noted
that measurements are complicated by the close spacing of the two lowest
energy Sm3+ multiplets and the possibility that Sm could exist in the 2+
state [24, 47]. DyN, on the other hand, is quite clearly ferromagnetic [16, 15]
although one report did label it as a ferrimagnet [29]. Temperature dependent
resistivity measurements appear metallic, although this could easily be due
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to a high level of astoichiometry [21]. The energies of the optical band-gaps
are not well placed, with DyN reported to have a direct gap of 0.91 eV [15]
or 2.6 eV [21].
This chapter presents the result of electronic structure investigations of
thin films of SmN and DyN which have been grown by TED. First, mea-
surements of the transport and magnetic properties of both materials are
reported. Next, the results of LSDA+U band structure calculation are intro-
duced. Finally, optical transmission data are used to determine the direct gap
and XXS measurements are used to determine the p-projected PDOS. The
experimental data are compared to the numerical results with some success.
It is concluded that both SmN and DyN are ferromagnetic semiconductors,
and an estimate is made of the optical gap of both materials. Further, it is
proved that SmN, uniquely for a semiconductor, has a near-zero moment in
the ferromagnetic state.
7.2 Transport and Magnetism
Figures 7.1 (a) and (b) show the temperature dependent resistivity and mag-
netization of SmN and DyN, respectively. Turning first to the resistivity, the
magnitude is a factor of 10 greater in DyN than in SmN and the temperature
dependence more pronounced, although for both materials the behaviour is
typical of a heavily doped semiconductor and any activation energy extracted
from the data is orders of magnitude smaller than the calculated band gaps.
Nevertheless the temperature dependence of the resistivity establishes that
both materials are semiconducting over the entire temperature range (al-
though with the same qualifications that were made for GdN in Section 6.2
— that grain boundaries could cause the same response).
The magnetic behaviour varies strongly between SmN and DyN. The
magnetic response is very small in the case of SmN, even though a field
of 0.5 T was used in the FC measurement (compared to 0.05 T for DyN).
This complicates analysis but has interesting implications. As a result it
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Figure 7.1: Resistivity (black squares) and magnetization (circles) as a func-
tion of temperature for (a) SmN and (b) DyN. The magnetization data were
obtained after both ZFC (blue) and FC (red) preparations. Fields of 0.5 T
and 0.05 T were used for SmN and DyN, respectively. Inset: DyN hysteresis
loop at 5 K.
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was the subject of a detailed study by Meyer et al., the results of which
will be detailed in the following section. Briefly, SmN has been found to
be ferromagnetic with a TC of close to 27 K. DyN, on the other hand, is a
relatively simple ferromagnet. The FC and ZFC magnetization curves show
a divergence below 25 K, indicating a ferromagnetic transition that is near
the top of the range reported in the literature [15, 16]. At 5 K the FC curve,
measured in an applied field of 0.0500 T, saturates to roughly 2.3 µB/Dy
exactly as expected from the field sweeps taken at 5 K (see inset Fig 7.1 (b)).
The sweeps show hysteresis with a coercive field of 0.2 T and a remanence
of 2.3 µB/Dy. At an applied field of 6 T the film saturates to a moment of
nearly 6 µB/Dy, significantly less than the L + 2Sz = 10 µB/Dy expected
both from the Dy3+ 6H15/2 ground state and the prediction of Larson et al.
This is likely because the non-zero DyN orbital moment is quenched by a
weak coupling to the cubic crystal field in the randomly oriented crystallites.
For both materials peaks in the resistivity are seen at temperatures close
to the magnetic ordering temperature.1 This is strongly reminiscent of the
behaviour observed for GdN, where exchange splitting of the bands is hy-
pothesized to cause a reduction in the gap size in the ferromagnetic state
leading to a reduction in the resistivity (see Section 6.4). There is no reason
to believe the mechanism is different in SmN and DyN. However, in these
samples the size of the drop in resistivity is too small to rule out other possi-
ble causes, one of which is a reduction in electron scattering due to increased
magnetic ordering below TC .
7.2.1 SmN magnetism
The magnetic response of SmN is very weak at all temperatures. The weak
signal means that the typically insignificant substrate and capping layer con-
tributions must be carefully accounted for. An understanding of the suscep-
1The peaks in the resistivity and magnetization data do not match exactly since they
were obtained from samples that were known to have slightly different transition temper-
atures.
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tibility of SmN in the paramagnetic regime is also complicated by the fact
that the Sm3+ ion ground state of 6H5/2 is only about 100 meV (1500 K)
below the 6H7/2 first excited state. Indeed this is thought to be the cause of
the disagreement between the experimental Sm M-edge XAS and the Sm3+
multiplet calculation reported by Thole et al. [47].
The small magnetic response is evident in the publication which first
provided evidence suggesting SmN may be ferromagnetic [95]. The data
include an approximately constant offset of about 0.004 µB/Sm associated
with uncertainties in removing the background signal from the Si substrate,
and no correction for the GaN capping layer. Nevertheless, the FC and ZFC
curves separate at a low temperature which implies a magnetic transition at
around 20 K.
In recent work by Meyer et al. a more thorough analysis of thicker SmN
films provides clear evidence for the near-zero moment ferromagnetic nature
of SmN [101]. A number of different films of up to 400 nm in thickness were
carefully analysed to reduce background signals. The FC and ZFC curves,
shown in Fig. 7.1 (a), indicate a magnetization of less than 0.04 µB/Sm across
the temperature range, despite the use of a field of 0.5 T in the FC measure-
ment — at least an order of magnitude greater than needed to saturate GdN
or DyN. From the divergence of the ZFC and FC curves it was determined
that TC = 27± 3 K.
Figure 7.2 shows magnetic field sweeps of a SmN sample at 15 K, 10 K,
and 2 K. At each temperature the sweep was performed after cooling in a
field of 6 T and after cooling in zero-field. In each case the data appear to
be superimposed on a linear background. This is due to the paramagnetic
response of the GaN capping layer, which is visible due to the small signal
from the SmN [101]. Turning first to the ZFC data, a hysteresis loop is
clearly visible at 15 K and saturates at 3 T with a coercive field of 0.9 T. At
10 K the loop does not quite close — the saturation field is greater than 6 T.
This behaviour is exactly as expected when the applied field is insufficient
to achieve reversal of the moments so that only minor loops are measured,
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Figure 7.2: SmN magnetization versus applied field strength, measured after
cooling in zero-field (blue circles) and after cooling in a field of 6 T (red
circles). The measurement was repeated at 15 K, 10 K, and 2 K.
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signalling a magnetocrystalline anisotropy that grows at lower temperature.
At 2 K the hysteresis has almost completely disappeared, implying that the
magnetic field necessary to initiate reversal of the ferromagnetic domains is
higher than 6 T. Even though a larger applied field is not available hysteretic
behaviour can still be confirmed by the 6 T FC data, which prepares the
film in a magnetized state. Comparing the FC and ZFC data, the loops are
superimposed at 15 K but are offset at lower temperatures. This confirms
that the coercive and saturation fields increase to more than 6 T at lower
temperatures. By cooling the film in a 6 T field it is possible to prepare the
film in an ordered state. The remnant magnetization at low temperature is
measured to be 0.035 ± 0.010 µB/Sm in agreement with the calculation of
Larson et al., where the total moment per SmN is 0.029 µB/Sm. This is in
contrast to the Hund’s rule ground state for the Sm3+ ion where the orbital
and spin moments cancel completely.
A Curie-Weiss fit of the temperature dependent susceptibility data (not
shown) fails. This is because although the first excited multiplet is too high
in energy to be thermally populated, it is possible for a contribution to the
paramagnetic moment to arise from a field induced admixture of the two
multiplets. In this case a Van Vleck approach is necessary (see Equation 4.5).
For Sm3+ the energy difference between the two lowest energy multiplets is
1500 K. A fit to the susceptibility results in excellent agreement and a Curie
temperature of 28±1 K (cf., 27±3 K from the divergence of the ferromagnetic
FC and ZFC curves). The effective moment is µeff = 0.45 ± 0.10 µB/Sm,
less than the free-ion moment of 0.845 µB/Sm. This can be understood by
considering the Sm3+ ion in a cubic crystal field (as is the case for Sm in
SmN). In this case the J = 5/2 state is split into Γ7 and Γ8 states, separated
by roughly 225 K. At 30 K only the Γ7 state will be populated. In that case
µeff = 0.41 µB/Sm, in agreement with the moment extracted from the fit to
the experimental data.
To summarize, SmN has been shown to be a ferromagnetic semiconductor
with a moment of 0.035±0.010 µB/Sm in the ferromagnetic ground state. A
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Figure 7.3: SmN band structure calculated with Ud = 6.4 eV and Uf =
8.22 eV. Majority- (black) and minority-spin (red) bands are isolated.
clear understanding of behaviour of the Sm3+ ion is important for fitting the
paramagnetic response. It is shown that the cubic crystal field affects the
ion. This is interesting in light of XAS measurements of the SmN M-edge,
and recent theoretical results, which indicate that crystal field effects are
small enough to not directly affect 4f electrons in electronic band structure
calculations [13]. Given that the ferromagnetic moment is in agreement with
a calculation that attributes a significant moment of 0.135 µB to each nitrogen
ion (cf., 0.083 µB for GdN), XMCD experiments at the N K-edge, similar to
those reported for GdN in Ref. [41], are desirable.
7.3 Electronic Band Structure
The band structures of SmN and DyN are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The
calculations were performed using the same computational framework and
parameters as Larson et al. [13]. Setting aside the 4f states, the SmN and
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Figure 7.4: DyN band structure calculated with Ud = 6.4 eV and Uf =
9.32 eV. Majority- (black) and minority-spin (red) bands are isolated.
DyN band structures are in many ways similar to GdN. The VBM is at Γ
and the CBM is at X. Also, the majority- and minority-spin states are split
so that the majority gap is smaller than the minority gap. These similarities
are the underlying reason for the lack of major distinction between N K-edge
XXS measurements of different ReNs.
The calculation uses Ud = 6.4 eV, which was determined by fitting the
GdN calculation with previously measured optical data for GdN. With this
value SmN is a semimetal with an overlap between the majority spin bands,
but not the minority (i.e., it is a half-metal). The indirect majority and
minority gaps are −0.15 eV and 1.09 eV (avg. = 0.48 eV), respectively, and
the average of the direct majority and minority gaps (the room temperature
optical gap) is 0.81 eV. It was shown in Section 6.5 that Ud = 8.0 eV is more
correct for GdN. It is likely that calculating the SmN bandstructure with
this larger Ud value will shift the 5d levels up enough that it is no longer a
half-metal. DyN is a semiconductor with an indirect gap of 0.34 eV. The
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room temperature optical gap is predicted to be 1.17 eV. In terms of the gap
sizes SmN < GdN < DyN.
For both ReNs there is splitting within both the majority and the minority
4f states, complicating the band structure picture relative to GdN. For SmN
the five 4f electrons split into four levels between about -4 and -9 eV. The
two unoccupied majority states sit about 1 eV above the Fermi level, and the
remaining unoccupied states are spread between there and roughly 7 eV. The
unoccupied levels hybridize with the Sm 5d and 6s levels that make up the
conduction band. DyN has nine 4f electrons split into four distinct bands.
The remaining unoccupied states are spread from roughly 2 eV above the
Fermi level to 8 eV. As with SmN there is some hybridization with the Dy
5d and 6s levels.
For both materials there are occupied 4f levels very close to the bottom
of the valence band. This means the degree of hybridization with the N
2p levels will be higher than for GdN, where there is a significant energy
difference between the N 2p valence bands and the Gd 4f levels. Indeed this
is reflected in the strength of the hybrid peak seen in the p-projected PDOS
shown in Figs 7.6 and 7.7, respectively. It may be that the hybrid peak is
strong enough to observe in XES spectra. This is considered in the XES
analysis to follow. As mentioned above the unoccupied 4f bands hybridize
quite strongly with the Re 5d and 6s bands. However, in the areas where the
hybridization is strongest the band structure is most complicated. Indeed the
hybridization is not readily observed in the unoccupied p-projected PDOS,
meaning it will be difficult to extract information on the location of the
unoccupied 4f levels from XAS measurements.
It was noted by Larson et al. that allowing the 4f levels to break the
cubic symmetry of the ReN crystal is necessary for correct convergence of
the LSDA+U calculation. For GdN, where the 4f level has no net orbital
moment, the ground state is not affected. On the other hand calculations for
both SmN and DyN (where L = 5) converge to a significantly lower energy
if the cubic symmetry is not enforced. Because of this the three nitrogen p
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Figure 7.5: Optical transmittance data for SmN (dashed line) and DyN (solid
line). The extrapolated gap positions are marked by dotted lines (see text).
bands (for each spin) which make up the VB are no longer degenerate at Γ.
This has interesting implications for x-ray spectroscopy measurements where
it may be possible to observe an angular anisotropy.
7.4 Optical Spectroscopy
Energy-dependent optical transmittance spectra were obtained from thin
films grown by TED on sapphire and capped with GaN. The SmN and DyN
data were obtained by FTIR and conventional optical spectroscopy, respec-
tively. The spectra are shown in Figure 7.5. Both materials show evidence
for an absorption edge above 1 eV and the SmN sample, for which the lower
side of the energy window was about 0.3 eV, shows strong interference fringes
in the subgap region, but no evidence for a Drude response which would in-
dicate a high concentration of free carriers. The low transmittance across the
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energy range is seen in more than one sample and is thought to be intrinsic
to the film.
The intercepts of extrapolations of the subgap transmission and the in-
flection point on the absorption edge are used to estimate gap energies of
1.1 ± 0.1 eV for SmN and 1.3 ± 0.1 eV for DyN (indicated on Fig. 7.5 by
dotted lines). Compared with the calculated room temperature optical gap
(see above) the experimental SmN and DyN gaps are 0.29 eV and 0.13 eV
larger, respectively. Increasing the GdN Ud value from 6.4 eV to 8.0 eV re-
sulted in an increase of the room temperature optical gap from 0.98 eV to
1.30 eV; it seems likely that an increase in the Ud value for the SmN and
DyN band structure calculations will improve agreement with experiment.
Still, the optical data are very preliminary and more experimental data from
high quality samples are needed.
7.5 X-ray Spectroscopy
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the N K-edge XES and XAS of SmN and DyN,
respectively. The emission of both ReNs shows a single strong peak of N 2p
states near the VBM. A lower experimental resolution means the peaks are
broader and show less structure than the equivalent GdN peak (Fig. 6.6), but
asymmetry due to weight on the lower energy side is still visible. It is possible
that the 2p–4f hybrids are contributing weight to the low energy side of the
XES peak, but this is impossible to confirm without higher resolution data.
The absorption spectra also show strong similarities, with a broad rise above
the absorption edge followed by a series of peaks. It is noted that the first
XAS peak is located at the same energy as the pi∗ resonance of molecular
nitrogen, as confirmed by measuring the XAS of a thin film of GaN known
to contain N2 [102]. While the peak is too broad to assign solely to the
molecular signal, a clear and sharp N2 peak develops after prolonged beam
exposure. A similar effect was noted for GdN in Ref. [41], but not in the
GdN from this thesis, suggesting it is of superior quality. It is noted that the
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Figure 7.6: SmN N K-edge XES (solid circles) and XAS (empty circles).
Also shown is the calculated PDOS (solid line) and PDOS from a core-hole
calculation (dashed line).
undamaged peak agrees well with the calculated PDOS.
The p-projected PDOS, including both the ground state and core-hole
spectra for the unoccupied states, are also shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7. This is
in excellent agreement with the XES, with the asymmetry on the low energy
side of the main peak well described. For the XAS the core-hole calculation
provides a remarkably good fit, reproducing even the high-energy features
in both SmN and DyN. It is noted that the core-hole calculation does not
significantly alter the p-projected PDOS, except for the attenuation of the
second peak in the XAS.
Although a core-hole will alter the XAS in unpredictable ways, as a rule
of thumb any shift will be downward in energy since the core-hole reduces
the screening of the ionic potential (see Section 4.4.1). As a result any gap
between the occupied states (XES) and unoccupied state (XAS) will be less-
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Figure 7.7: DyN N K-edge XES (solid circles) and XAS (empty circles).
Also shown is the calculated PDOS (solid line) and PDOS from a core-hole
calculation.
than or equal-to the true p-projected band gap. While this means it is
impossible to extract an exact band gap, a lower limit on the gap can still
be obtained. Here, the gap (measured by extrapolation) between the VBM
and CBM is about 1.4 eV and 1.0 eV for SmN and DyN, respectively. These
numbers are similar to those extracted from the optical transmittance. Diffi-
culties with measuring the true VBM and CBM in the XXS — experimental
resolution and sensitivity may be too low to observe the weakly p-like CBM
— make more quantitative statements impossible.
7.6 Conclusions and Outlook
The electronic structures of SmN and DyN were investigated in this chapter.
Transport and optical transmission measurements indicate that both mate-
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rials are semiconductors, although the samples appear to be heavily doped.
Magnetic measurements show that both SmN and DyN are ferromagnets and
that SmN has a near-zero moment in the ferromagnetic state. The absorp-
tion edges extracted from the optical transmission imply that a larger Ud
value is needed in the LSDA+U calculations. A comparison of the XXS with
PDOS shows good agreement.
It has been shown that it is extremely difficult and perhaps impossible
to locate the Re 4f levels with N K-edge spectroscopy. It is very important
to accurately determine the position of these, especially when split in the
complicated manner of SmN and DyN. Future measurements of the 4f levels
by XPS are important although it is noted that XPS is not an orbitally
resolved technique so the N 2p and Re 4f levels will interfere with each
other.
The near-zero moment of SmN, not seen in a ferromagnetic semiconductor
before, has great potential to be exploited in future spintronic devices; it
would be useful in any spintronic device where a ferromagnetic material is
required, but where stray fields are undesirable. For example, a spin resolving
scanning tunneling microscope tip with a negligible fringe field would be
ideal for measuring the magnetic properties of samples on the nanoscale [12].
Therefore, future work will likely focus on this material with an aim toward
high quality film growth.
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X-ray Spectroscopy Across the
ReN Series
8.1 Nitrogen K-edge
To complement the GdN, SmN, and DyN XXS presented in previous chap-
ters, N K-edge XXS was obtained for LuN and HfN. Both materials have a
full 4f shell so the majority- and minority-spin electrons are degenerate. In
band structure calculations the full 4f shell can be treated almost as a core
level, removing the primary difficulty of including multiplet effects. There-
fore, LuN is an excellent control when searching the N K-edge spectra for
evidence of 2p–4f hybridization. Preliminary data are presented here for
subsequent refinement of electronic band structure calculations.
Figure 8.1 shows the XES of the ReNs. Here the SmN and DyN spectra,
which were calibrated differently to the other three spectra, have been arbi-
trarily shifted in energy so that the main peak matches with GdN. The dotted
line indicates the Fermi level of HfN, which is evidently located roughly 3 eV
higher than the VBM of HfN and of the ReNs. Across the ReN series the
XES are quite similar. LuN shows a slight difference in that both the main
peak and the lower energy shoulder seem to be shifted downward in energy.
This is also seen in the HfN XES and could be due to the reduced 4f – 5d
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Figure 8.1: N K-edge XES of SmN, GdN, DyN, LuN and HfN.
repulsion which results from the fact that the full 4f shell is more tightly
bound.
The main SmN and DyN peaks show less structure than any of the other
materials. This is possibly a result of lower experimental resolution or poorer
crystal quality (the films were grown in situ at the beamline and thus no XRD
was obtained), but may also be caused by the occupied 4f levels which are
predicted to lie at energies close to the N 2p valence band. Further, it is
pointed out in Ref. [13] that allowing the 4f electrons to break the cubic
symmetry breaks degeneracies in the N bands, as can be seen near Γ in
Fig 7.3. It could be that this reduced symmetry also broadens the partial
density of states.
Figure 8.2 shows the XAS of the ReNs measured to date. Here again the
spectra have all been arbitrarily shifted so that the first peaks are aligned.
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Figure 8.2: XAS of SmN, GdN, DyN, LuN and HfN.
The main XAS features are present in each case and the main differences
seem to be systematic. The first two peaks, at roughly 401 and 405 eV,
are assigned to the rare-earth 5d t2g and eg orbitals, respectively, using the
band assignments that were confirmed by the GdN RXES in Section 6.7.2.
Relative to the first peak the second peak shifts to higher energy across the
ReN series. The symmetry of the t2g orbitals means that they point to the
nitrogen nearest neighbours and can be thought of as σ∗ bonds, while the eg
bands point between the nitrogen nearest neighbours (toward the rare-earth
nearest neighbours) and thus bond with nitrogen in a manner that can be
considered a pi∗ bond. The peak shift may be due to the differing symmetry
of these two 5d levels. In the minimum between the t2g and eg peaks, at
roughly 402.5 eV, a small feature is present in the SmN, GdN, and DyN
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Figure 8.3: HfN N K-edge XES (solid circles) and XAS (empty circles). Also
shown is the calculated PDOS (solid line). In this case E − EVBM is the
calculated position of the highest occupied electron state — the Fermi level.
samples that is not seen in LuN or HfN. This feature could be related to the
4f levels but is too poorly resolved to say for certain.
Figure 8.3 shows the HfN XXS and calculated PDOS. The main difference
between HfN and the ReNs is that the HfN Fermi level is clearly resolved
in the XES by a sudden drop in the emission. This coincides with a sharp
increase in the XAS and indicates that there is a density of states at the
Fermi level. The calculated N K-edge PDOS agrees well with the main XES
peak and places the highest occupied state well above the onset of the Hf 5d
band. As noted above, the HfN Fermi level lies roughly 3 eV higher than
the ReN VBM. This, and the similarity between the HfN and ReN crystal
structures, means that it should be possible to create Re1−xHfxN alloys where
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Figure 8.4: M-edge XAS of SmN (black squares), Sm (red circles) and an
atomic multiplet calculation (line).
the extra Hf 5d electron acts as an n-type dopant. For a semiconducting ReN
it should then be possible to systematically increase the doping until the alloy
is half-metallic.
8.2 Rare-earth M-edge
X-ray spectroscopy at the rare-earth M4,5 edges examines transitions between
the 3d core state and valence states and is used to directly probe the rare-
earth 4f levels. Because the 4f levels have a large angular momentum they
tend to be located on the rare-earth site and intra-atomic effects tend to dom-
inate. Indeed, significant progress toward describing the spectra presented
in the following sections is made by considering entirely atomic effects, as
detailed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 8.4 shows the XAS of SmN and Sm metal taken at the Sm M-
edge. It is obvious from the similarity between the two spectra that most
of the M-edge structure is not unique to the nitride. The atomic multiplet
calculation, which considers a Sm3+ ion in free space, shows that the XAS is
in fact largely atomic-like in nature. The calculation, and those that follow,
are based on the results of Thole et al. [47] and use the electrostatic and
exchange parameters tabulated therein.
XAS was also obtained from EuN (see below), GdN (Section 6.7.3), DyN
and ErN (not shown). In each case the agreement with the spectra calculated
for the Re3+ ions is excellent, confirming that the atomic like nature of the
4f levels holds across most of the ReN series.
Still, our aim is to investigate not just the rare-earth electronic structure
but also the ReN electronic structure. It appears that if we are to extract
information about this from the M-edge we need to look for subtle effects
in higher resolution experiments. This will require a solid theoretical under-
standing of the theory of atomic multiplets and crystal field effects, subjects
that are interesting and detailed in their own right.
8.2.1 EuN and YbN charge state
Eu and Yb have one less electron than the half-full and full 4f shell, respec-
tively. An interesting result from the LSDA+U calculations of the ReNs by
Larson et al. [13] is that the final converged band structures are sensitive
to the initial state of the density matrix used to specify the 4f electrons.
In the calculation, densities corresponding to cubic symmetry and to atomic
symmetry (Hund’s rules) were considered. Across the series EuN and YbN
are the two materials where the cubic symmetry initial state converges to a
lower energy than the Hund’s rule initial state. The cubic solution results in
a 3+ state for Eu and Yb, while the Hund’s rule solution converges to a 2+
state, which does not seem to make sense for a ReN with 1:1 stoichiometry.
That the two charge states are close in energy is perhaps unsurprising given
that EuO and Eu2O3 both exist in nature.
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Figure 8.5: M-edge XAS of EuN (circles) compared with a calculation of the
Eu3+ XAS (solid line) and the Eu2+ XAS (dashed line).
The theoretical picture is not clear, and experimental guidance is needed.
There are some historical reports based on studies of the magnetism of the
ReNs which suggest that Yb in YbN may be in the 2+ state and that the 2+
component of Eu in EuN increases with oxygen content [30, 24]. Perhaps the
highest quality crystal and most comprehensive study of a ReN to date was
reported by Degiorgi et al. in Ref. [25]. In their search for a heavy fermion
system they produced stoichiometric single crystals of YbN by heating Yb
metal shavings in the presence of nitrogen gas. They conclude that YbN is
a self-compensated semimetal in the 3+ state. Interestingly they locate the
2+ state (14 electrons in the 4f shell) just 0.2 eV above the Fermi level.
From their results it can be concluded that Yb3+ in YbN is the energetically
favourable state, although it is very close to the 2+ state, as Ref. [13] predicts.
EuN samples of the same quality as the YbN single crystals detailed
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above are not known to exist and sample growth has proved more difficult
to achieve than for the other ReNs. Still, we have produced a few thin films
of EuN by PLD where the lattice constant of the cubic crystal matches the
expected value. The XRD spectrum of the best of these films is included in
Fig. 5.2. A similar film was capped with ∼100 nm of Cr to allow transport
to the synchrotron for XAS measurements.
Figure 8.5 shows the Eu M-edge XAS of this sample. Also included are
the results of multiplet calculations of the Eu M-edge for Eu2+ and Eu3+.
The calculated spectra have been normalized and rigidly shifted so that the
main features match with experiment. It is noted that while the rigid shift
is allowed, it must be the same for both calculations; the position of the
2+ spectrum is fixed relative to the 3+ spectrum. Qualitatively the Eu3+
calculation agrees well with experiment. A fit of linear combinations of the
normalized calculated spectra to experiment indicate that less than 1% Eu2+
exists in the sample. In actual fact the 2+ ion is calculated to have a sig-
nificantly larger absorption cross section so the true percentage of Eu2+ is
probably somewhat lower. Ref. [47] shows that Eu metal exists in the 2+
state, therefore the Eu in the EuN sample is not metallic. It is noted that
the native oxide (Eu2O3) would give the same signal as above. On the other
hand the XRD would be different.
It seems possible then that both Eu in EuN and Yb in YbN exist in the
3+ charge state. This is in impressive agreement with the calculation by
Larson et al. That they converge to the 3+ result only when the initial 4f
state has the cubic symmetry implies that crystal field effects may be more
important in these two ReNs than in the rest of the series.
8.3 Conclusion
N K-edge XXS indicates that the local bonding environment around the N
sites is largely devoid of rare-earth 4f character, while rare-earth M-edge
XAS indicates that the majority of the 4f orbitals are located on the rare-
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earth site with wavefunctions that are very similar to those calculated for the
Re3+ ion. In fact the M-edge XAS also provides evidence that the rare-earth
4f orbitals in ReNs behave much as the rare-earth 4f orbitals in rare-earth
metals.
HfN is shown experimentally to have a much higher Fermi level than the
other ReNs, implying that alloys could be created to systematically control
the Fermi level and create a half-metal. Eu M-edge XAS of EuN hints that
the Eu in EuN is in the 3+ state, answering a key theoretical question.
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Chapter 9
Band Structure of ZnO from
Resonant X-ray Emission
Spectroscopy
9.1 Motivation
Zinc oxide is a wide-band gap post transition-metal oxide semiconductor with
significant potential for use in for future opto-electronic devices. Among its
many notable properties it has one of the largest known exciton energies for
a crystalline material (∼ 60 meV), making it a highly efficient light emit-
ter [103]. Similarly to the ReNs, it is a system where a pure theoretic under-
standing of the electronic structure is complicated by the close proximity of
localized electrons to the Fermi level – the Zn 3d states lie about 8 eV below
the Fermi level, roughly the same energy as the filled 4f states in GdN.
The current necessity for capping layers in the ReNs make electronic
structure investigations by the photoemission techniques of XPS and ARPES
problematic. ZnO is plagued by similar problems, but for a different rea-
son – it is susceptible to charging effects which distort photoemission [74].
Therefore, for both the ReNs and ZnO, it is important to develop photon-
in–photon-out techniques that enable electronic structure calculation, like
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RXES, to their full potential. Compared to the ReNs, significantly more
work has been devoted to ZnO and high quality samples are readily obtained.
This means that work into the theoretical and experimental development of
RXES as a characterization technique can be more readily begun.
A RXES study into the bulk electronic structure of ZnO is also important
for a number of fundamental technical reasons. For example, a number of
technical problems may be related to interface effects [104], which dominate
photoemission experiments. Additionally, stable p-type doping is essential
and reliable integration with conventional silicon based devices is important.
These problems can only be fully addressed with a complete understanding
of the bulk electronic structure.
Given the interest, potential utility of ZnO, and availability of quality
samples, there are surprisingly few descriptions of the band structure in the
literature, even when considering the experimental difficulties. A small num-
ber of ARPES studies have been reported [104, 105, 106], yielding some
agreement with DFT-based calculations and providing information on sur-
face and defect states. However, several outstanding issues remain. For
example, photoemission measurements have variously located the fully occu-
pied Zn 3d semi-core levels at energies ranging from 7.5 to 8.8 eV below the
Fermi level [104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109]. There are also reports of XAS and
XES measurements of the O 2p PDOS of nano-structured ZnO [110, 111]
and its anisotropy in the conduction band [112], but none of the high quality
single crystal material we will present here.
In this work high resolution XES and XAS data are used to determine the
bulk occupied and unoccupied O p-projected PDOS of single crystal ZnO.
The Zn 3d level is clearly resolved in the K-edge XES due to Zn 3d – O 2p
hybridization, and its energy measured. Additionally, the k-selection rules
of RXES are exploited to map the anisotropic valence band of single crystal
ZnO. This work enhanced the utility of these techniques when applied to
GdN in Section 6.7.2.
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9.2 Experimental Details
9.2.1 Film growth
The sample, a 500 nm ZnO epilayer grown on epi-ready (0001) sapphire sub-
strates by plasma-assisted MBE, was obtained from S. Durbin et al. of Can-
terbury University. Growth details are described in Ref. [113]. As the sample
was part of a separate study on doping, approximately 0.01% Ag was incor-
porated during growth, resulting in a layer averaged electron concentration
of 7.3× 1016 cm−3. The high crystalline quality of the film was confirmed by
RBS under the channeling condition [114], a streaky RHEED pattern, and
by low temperature photoluminescence, which shows donor bound exciton
peaks are dominant with up to three LO phonon replicas.
9.2.2 X-ray spectroscopy
The x-ray spectroscopy was performed on the undulator beamline X1B at
the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
which is equipped with a spherical grating monochromator and a Nordgren-
type emission spectrometer. The energy resolution over the O K-edge was
approximately 0.20 eV and 0.37 eV for the XAS and RXES respectively. XAS
was recorded in TEY mode. The photon energy was calibrated using the O
K-edge and Ti L-edges of rutile TiO2 measured during the experiment. The
XES was calibrated with the 2nd order L-edge of Zn from both a calibration
metal sample and the ZnO sample.
Due to its wurtzite structure, the ZnO p-projected PDOS is strongly
anisotropic [112]. To measure the anisotropy XAS and RXES were recorded
for light incident at 20◦ and 70◦ relative to the sample normal, referred to
as normal and grazing geometry, respectively. Dipole selection rules mean
that XAS recorded in the normal (grazing) geometry are dominated by the
contributions from O 2pxy (2pz) orbitals (see inset, Fig. 9.1). The opposite
is true for RXES as the emission spectrometer is oriented perpendicular to
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the incident light: x-rays incident normal (grazing) to the sample result in
grazing (normal) RXES. Thus pxy RXES is analysed with pz XAS and vice
versa. This correspondence has been observed for wurtzite GaN by Strocov
et al. [97].
9.3 Theoretical Details
Electronic structure calculations were obtained from F. Bechstedt et al. of
Friedrich-Schiller-Universita¨t. They were performed within the hybrid DFT
(HDFT) framework using the HSE03 functional for exchange and correla-
tion, as described in Ref. [115]. Quasiparticle effects were taken into account
by a subsequent GW correction of the HSE03 eigenvalues using many body
perturbation theory [116]. In the GW calculations, the Coulomb potential
was fully screened using the random phase approximation dielectric func-
tion based on the HSE03 eigenvalues and functions [117]. It has been shown
that the ab initio combination of HDFT and GW calculations gives excellent
values for the fundamental gaps and d-band positions of many semiconduc-
tors [118].
The XAS and XES are compared to PDOS obtained from the fully valid
GW calculation. However, because obtaining a high-resolution k-resolved
GW band structure is too computationally intensive, RXES data are com-
pared to a scaled version of the HDFT band structure. The validity of this
approach is verified in Section 9.4.2.
9.4 Results
9.4.1 Partial density of states
Figure 9.1 shows the O K-edge XAS and XES, taken well above threshold.
Strong linear dichroism associated with the anisotropy in the unoccupied
states is seen in the XAS, especially in the first 10 eV above the conduction
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Figure 9.1: pxy (black) and pz (red) orbital contributions to XES (closed sym-
bols) and XAS (open symbols) compared to PDOS from the GW calculation
(lines). Bars indicate RXES excitation energies.
band minimum where the pxy contribution is considerably stronger than the
pz contribution. The XES is comprised of O 2p states near the valence band
maximum, along with a clear peak corresponding to O 2p states hybridized
with Zn 3d orbitals at 519.9 eV.
These spectra are compared with PDOS obtained from the GW calcula-
tion. The PDOS have been convolved using gaussians with widths of 0.37 eV
and 0.20 eV for the occupied and unoccupied states respectively. This is an
estimate of the intrinsic instrumental resolution of the experiment; no life-
time effects have been considered. The PDOS have been aligned so that
the main valence band peak matches with experiment. This yields excellent
agreement with the entire XES, reproducing the main valence band features
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and accurately locating the 3d hybrid. The weak anisotropy in the PDOS,
combined with the lower resolution of the XES, explains the lack of contrast
between pxy and pz XES.
The final state in XAS includes a core-hole that is not included in the cal-
culation, and which prevents absolute comparison between the energy scales
of the XAS and XES [68]. Therefore, to compare to XAS, the theoretical
unoccupied PDOS has been rigidly shifted by an additional −1.0 eV, provid-
ing an estimate of the core-hole binding energy. With this adjustment the
experimental agreement is excellent in terms of both the main peak locations
and intensities, and the orbital anisotropy.
9.4.2 Accuracy of theoretical approach
The success of the GW calculation is highlighted by comparison with the
HDFT result. We calculate a band gap of 3.2 eV, compared to 2.1 eV ob-
tained from the HDFT calculation (and 3.4 eV experimentally [104]). The
valence band PDOS is also greatly improved: Figure 9.2 (a) shows the total
O 2p-projected occupied PDOS calculated using HDFT, and the PDOS with
theGW correction applied. WithGW the Zn 3d – O 2p hybrid peak is shifted
from −6.2 eV to −7.1 eV, in much closer agreement with the experimental
peak at −7.4 eV, correcting a key flaw of standard DFT calculations [118].
With the Zn 3d states located lower in energy the rest of the valence band is
widened towards lower energies due to reduced p-d repulsion. We note that
scaling the HDFT energy axis by a factor of 1.1 (dashed line) is enough to
obtain relatively close agreement with the GW calculation for the occupied
states.
The accuracy of this approach has been confirmed by calculating the
computationally intensive GW band structure at selected points in k-space,
as shown in Figure 9.2 (b). Also shown is the band structure of the HDFT
calculation with the scaling factor applied and with an additional upward
shift of 0.5 eV to the conduction bands. It can be seen that these post hoc
alterations to the HDFT band structure result in an agreement with the GW
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Figure 9.2: Comparison between GW (red lines) and HDFT (black lines)
calculations. (a) shows the O p-projected PDOS of the occupied states.
The GW calculation more accurately positions the Zn 3d–O 2p hybrid when
compared with experiment (closed symbols). Multiplying the HDFT energy
scale by a factor of 1.1 results in improved agreement (dashed line). (b)
compares the band structures obtained from the calculation. The HDFT
energy axis has been scaled by a factor of 1.1 and the unoccupied bands have
been shifted upward by 0.5 eV.
band structure that is accurate enough for our analytical purposes.
9.4.3 Band structure dispersion from RXES
Figure 9.3 shows the band structure obtained from the HDFT calculation,
with the above corrections applied. The pxy and pz orbital contributions to
the eigenvalues are plotted independently; error bars represent the relative
weight of the contribution. To simplify RXES analysis, the pxy (pz) unoccu-
pied states are plotted with pz (pxy) occupied states (see above). RXES can
be viewed as a scattering process where the final state includes an electron
in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band, but no core-hole.
So, unlike Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2 (b), no core-hole correction is applied to the
conduction band.
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Figure 9.3: HDFT band structure. Calculation is orbitally resolved into
pxy (black) and pz (red) contributions. Vertical bars represent strength of
contribution. The energy axis has been scaled for better agreement with GW
theory (see Fig. 9.2). Labels indicate RXES excitation energies.
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As expected, the band structure is that of a direct gap semiconductor.
The strongly dispersing band that forms the CBM at Γ is also anisotropic:
only pxy states are found along Γ-M and Γ-K, while only pz states are found
along Γ-A-H. This combination of strong dispersion and orbital selectivity
make ZnO especially suitable for band mapping with RXES. For weakly cor-
related systems, and excitation energies close to the absorption edge, resonant
effects contribute to XES, adding a k-conserving coherent contribution to the
scattering, as described in Section 4.4.3. The crystal anisotropy, combined
with orbital selection rules, adds further k-selectivity to the RXES. For ZnO,
the use of these properties in concert allows valence band dispersion to be
measured across a wide portion of the Brillouin zone.
RXES was taken over a range of excitation energies, indicated by vertical
bars on the XAS of Fig. 9.1, Figs. 9.5 and 9.6 and the horizontal bars on
Fig. 9.3. The coherent fractions of the RXES, extracted using standard
techniques (see Section 4.4.3 and Ref. [72]), ranged from 0.45 to 0.6 and are
plotted in Figure 9.4.
Figures 9.5 and 9.6 show the initial technique used for analyzing the
RXES. Figure 9.5 shows RXES (XAS) measured in the orientation that ac-
centuates the pxy (pz) contribution. As noted above, the geometry of the
experiment forces this comparison. Figure 9.6 shows the opposite — RXES
(XAS) measured to accentuate the pz (pxy) contribution. Also shown in the
top half of each figure are relevant parts of the calculated band structure. To
allow comparison between experiment and theory the axes have been rigidly
shifted as in Fig. 9.1. The arrow overlaid on the unoccupied states indicates
that the RXES were taken at successively decreasing excitation energies.
This shows how the portion of k-space into which the core electron is being
excited changes with incident photon energy. By making the assumption that
momentum is conserved in the coherent RXES process it is possible to label
the complementary parts of the occupied states from which the emission will
preferentially originate from. For example, a 532.3 eV photon (5.0 eV on the
E − EVBM energy scale) will generate resonant emission from the A-point
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Figure 9.4: Normalized coherent RXES showing pxy (black) and pz (red)
data. Labels indicate RXES excitation energies.
(K-point) of the Brillouin zone of the pxy (pz) states, as seen in Figs. 9.5
(9.6). These trends can be clearly seen in the RXES, indicating that the
theoretical framework is consistent with experiment.
An alternative and more quantitative method of analysis involves the use
of image maps. Using the coherent RXES we construct Figure 9.7, which
shows normalized intensity maps of the coherent fraction of each spectrum
placed in k-space according to the position of the bars of Fig. 9.3. Fig-
ures 9.7 (a) and (b) show the pxy and pz data, respectively. The imaging
approach highlights the information contained in the raw spectra. Disper-
sion toward higher energy at Γ, as expected for a direct gap material [72], is
immediately obvious for both states.
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Figure 9.5: RXES (closed circles) and XAS (open circles) measured in the
orientation that accentuates the pxy (pz) contributions. The top half of the
figure shows the band structure along relevant symmetry directions. The
bottom half shows experimental data and also the calculated PDOS (hatched
lines).
For the pxy states, dispersion along Γ-A-H-K is clearly resolved with the
upper band dispersing to lower energy. The bands around −4 eV decrease
in energy and increase in intensity along A-H-K, in line with theory. The
position of the Zn 3d states is apparent, just below the theoretical bands.
The spectrum obtained with an excitation energy of 537.6 eV is located near
both M and K, out of order with the other spectra, because of the strongly
localised states in the conduction band at 10.5 eV.
The pz states add M-Γ and K-Γ to the parts of the Brillouin zone we can
resolve. The lower energy band near −4 eV disperses to −5.5 eV approaching
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Figure 9.6: RXES (closed circles) and XAS (open circles) measured in the
orientation that accentuates the pz (pxy) contributions. The top half of the
figure shows the band structure along relevant symmetry directions. The
bottom half shows experimental data and also the calculated PDOS (hatched
lines).
Γ, in direct contrast to the observed behaviour of the pxy band in this energy
range and in agreement with predictions.
There has been much discussion about the correct use of intermediate
and final states in RXES calculations [72, 99, 119]. We note that if the core-
hole correction was applied to the unoccupied states of Fig. 9.3 (a downward
shift of the theory by 1.0 eV) the pxy spectrum taken with 537.6 eV would
be relocated to near Γ and the strong intensity around −4.5 eV would be
anomalous. This is clear evidence for the use of the final-state rule in RXES
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Figure 9.7: The coherent RXES overlaid with orbitally resolved band struc-
ture: (a) pxy and (b) pz orbitals. Intensity scales from zero (white) to one
(black).
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and for the validity of the present approach which, although it is a rough ap-
proximation of the absolutely correct approach of calculating RXES spectra
from the Kramers-Heisenberg equation, is much more intuitive.
9.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the strong anisotropy and dispersion of wurtzite ZnO, the
k-selectivity of the RXES technique, and an HDFT+GW calculation were
harnessed to construct a band mapping of ZnO across a wide range of high
symmetry points. The energy of the Zn 3d core level is located and evidence
for the use of the final-state rule in RXES is presented. It should be pos-
sible to use further high resolution RXES experiments to tune theoretical
calculations across the technologically important post transition metal oxide
series.
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Conclusion and Outlook
10.1 Results
The goal of this thesis was to advance the state of knowledge about the
electronic structure of the ReNs. Significant progress was made toward that
goal using a number of experimental and theoretical techniques. X-ray spec-
troscopy in particular played a key role.
High quality thin films of SmN, EuN, GdN, DyN, LuN and HfN were
grown using TED and/or PLD. A variety of characterization techniques were
employed to determine the crystalline quality of the films. RBS and NRA
indicated that the films were stoichiometric. XRD and RHEED showed that
most samples were polycrystalline although epitaxial GdN was grown by
PLD on YSZ substrates. Capping layers that allow ex situ measurement
were developed; YSZ was found to be an excellent capping layer for XXS by
TFY, while Cr was proved to form a CrN interface which interferes with N
K-edge spectroscopy.
Transport, magnetization and optical transmission measurements showed
that SmN, GdN, and DyN are semiconducting ferromagnets, and that SmN
has a near-zero moment in its ferromagnetic ground state. Temperature de-
pendent optical transmission measurements of GdN showed a red-shift in
the ferromagnetic ground state, providing direct experimental evidence for
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spin-splitting in the valence and conduction bands near the gap. With a
refined Ud parameter, used to correct for the problem that the LSDA typi-
cally underestimates the long-range Coulomb repulsion, the direct band-gap
extracted from LSDA+U calculations is in agreement with the ferromagnetic
and room temperature optical gaps.
The tuned band structure showed excellent agreement with GdN XXS.
RXES of GdN provided evidence for dispersion near the CBM and enabled
some of the GdN 5d bands to be located. XXS at the N K-edge of SmN, DyN,
LuN and HfN were also measured. The SmN and DyN experimental data
agreed well with calculated PDOS, while a comparison of the series showed
systematic shifts in peak locations, but little evidence to allow the rare-earth
4f levels to be located.
XAS at the rare-earth M-edge showed that the localized 4f levels are
atomic-like (in that the measured spectrum is not significantly affected by
the bonding environment). Hartree-Fock calculations of the XAS suggested
that the LSDA+U Jf value should be scaled to ∼ 80% of the atomic values
and XAS of EuN suggested that Eu3+ is the dominant phase in EuN. HfN
was shown to have a similar crystal and electronic structure to the ReNs,
but a Fermi edge is evident in the XXS (HfN is metallic, unlike the ReNs).
The x-ray spectroscopy techniques used in the investigation of the ReNs
lent themselves to an advanced study of ZnO. XAS, XES and RXES were
performed on a high quality ZnO single crystal. The combined hybrid DFT
calculation with GW corrections was shown to be in excellent agreement with
the measured XXS, accurately accounting for the strong linear dichrosim
which is present due to the crystal anisotropy. The coherent part of the
RXES was used to measure the valence band dispersion through a large part
of the Brillouin zone.
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10.2 Outlook
Further progress toward determining the electronic structure of the ReNs
will depend heavily on the availability of high quality samples. Therefore,
in the near future a focus on improved film growth techniques is important.
Essentially, a full study of the effect of the growth phase space – substrate
type and temperature, nitrogen partial pressure and plasma energy, and rare-
earth deposition rate – on interesting film parameters – epitaxial growth and
nitrogen vacancy concentration in particular – is required.
Controlled growth of epitaxial layers will allow ARPES measurements
which will provide a definitive characterization of the valence band electronic
structure. It will be particularly interesting to perform temperature depen-
dent measurements to determine any differences between the band structures
in the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases.
The tuned theoretical parameters introduced in this thesis allow for more
precise predictions of ReN electronic structure. In the medium term this the-
oretical knowledge should be combined with advances in growth techniques
to focus on band structure tuning and device construction. For example,
adding Hf or Lu, which have smaller ionic radii than Gd could reduce the
lattice constant of GdN, resulting in a reduced band-gap and potentially even
a transition from a semiconducting to half-metallic ground state.
There is a chance that the ferromagnetic transition temperature can be
controlled in a similar manner. However, a much better understanding of the
mechanism of the magnetism in ReNs is essential before any certainty can
be attached to such a statement. Indeed this is a very interesting problem
where there is presently disagreement between theoretically predicted and
experimentally measured magnetic transition temperatures.
Theoretical calculations can also be improved in certain fundamental
ways. The main issue is how to accurately incorporate the localized 4f
electrons into band structure calculations. The LSDA+U codes are a step in
this direction, and further tuning of the U and J parameters is interesting.
An extension of the codes to output parameters which can be directly com-
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pared to more advanced measurement techniques, like ReN N K-edge XMCD
or RXES, would simplify experimental analysis significantly and move these
techniques into the realm of utility of XXS (where the ability to compare
experimental data directly with numerical calculations is considered a huge
strength). Eventually however, the LSDA+U calculations must be super-
seded by GW frameworks, which are fundamentally more accurate.
In the far future investigating devices based on the ReNs is clearly of
interest. SmN, which has been shown to be a semiconducting ferromagnet
with a near-zero fringe field, has great potential for future applications where
spin polarized devices are needed but fringe fields are undesirable. For ex-
ample, a scanning tunneling microscope tip capped with SmN could probe
spin polarized nanoparticles without affecting them. In principle it should
be possible to reduce the fringe field even further by doping either orbital or
spin moment into SmN (depending on the character of the moment on the
Sm ion), perhaps even reducing the net moment to zero.
There is an exciting future ahead of us, and a good chance that the ReNs
could play a role in the technological and fundamental developments that
will inevitably appear in the field of materials science. Hopefully the new
results contained within this thesis will contribute to these advances.
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